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1 Introduction

Hard disk drives have become an indispensable part of our every day life. Not only
they can be found in computers but in nearly every consumer multimedia product
from portable music players, digital video cameras, game consoles, TV recorders, and
many more. Their storage capacity has increased tremendously in the past. For the
past decade the amount of information that can be stored on a hard disk drive per
unit area, called areal storage density, has more than doubled every two years. This
gives an annual growth rate of about 60%.
Back in 1956 the IBM 350 disk storage unit of the IBM 305 RAMAC system was the

first hard disk drive. It consisted of fifty rotating 24 in discs with a magnetic coating
and had a capacity of 5MB [1]. The data were stored in the spatial modulation
of the magnetization direction. Bits were formed by circularly aligned regions with
about hundred grains with either positive or negative magnetization depending on
the binary value of the bit. Positive or negative in this case means the direction of
the magnetization aligned along the track pointing either parallel or antiparallel to
the rotation direction.
Over the next fifty years the areal density was increased by continuous miniatur-

ization. Advances in micro fabrication and thin film technology allowed to reduce
the grains size of the granular coatings of the disks and scaling down the recording
head, the bit length along the track direction as well as the distance between adjacent
tracks. However, the so called superparamagnetic limit was almost reached and the
progress of miniaturization slowed down. The grains were reduced to a size beyond
which further miniaturization would have made the magnetization prone to thermal
fluctuations. Use of materials with higher anisotropy could have circumvented hit-
ting the superparamagnetic limit but a further increase of the media’s anisotropy
was limited by the maximum available write fields.
In 2006 things changed. After half a century of longitudinal recording with the

easy axis of magnetization of the single grains lying in the plane of the disk, per-
pendicular recording was introduced. The easy axis of magnetization now pointing
perpendicular to the surface of the disk suddenly allowed much smaller bits. The
write field achievable in the gap between the write pole and the soft magnetic under-
layer collecting the flux was much larger than the write fields available in longitudinal
recording generated from a non magnetic gap in the ring head. Thus the use of mag-
netic media with much higher anisotropy and further grain size reduction became
possible. Throughout the last years hard drives with average areal densities of more
than 500Gbit in−2 [2] and recently up to over 600Gbit in−2 [3] maximum density have
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1 Introduction

become available due to advances in the head and medium fabrication technology.
Though 1Tbit in−2 appears to be achievable with conventional granular perpendic-
ular magnetic recording [4, 5], alternative approaches allowing a further increase of
the areal density are discussed among leading heads in academia and industry and
already under investigation in many laboratories. Several possible ways out of the
so called recording trilemma (write-ability – signal-to-noise ratio – thermal stability)
seem to coexist at this time.
Thermally or heat assisted recording uses local heating of an ultra high anisotropy

recording medium above the Curie temperature to ensure write-ability with the avail-
able head field. In microwave assisted magnetic recording local electric fields with
frequencies in the gigahertz regime assist the magnetic reversal of high anisotropy
grains under the write field. The use of bit patterned media with topographically
predefined entities for each bit is another promising approach for future magnetic
recording technology. In bit patterned media the thermal stability is determined by
the volume of the entire bit instead of the much smaller grain volume as it is the case
for conventional granular recording media.
However, none of these new technologies is ready for implementation in current

products. The magnetic characterization is usually performed in a homogenous mag-
netic field and on small samples rather than on a full 2.5 in or 3.5 in disk. However,
the write field generated from a recording head is an inhomogenous field with large
gradients. Conclusions drawn from measurements under the influence of a homoge-
nous field can therefore only be transferred to the recording process to a certain
extend. Due to multiple unsolved technological challenges, only few successful spin-
stand recording experiments providing a realistic environment were reported so far
[6, 7, 8].
Static tester experiments, where a recording head is brought into physical contact

with a sample mounted on a scanning stage, can provide insight into the magneti-
zation reversal in an inhomogenous field, bridging the gap between standard mag-
netometry and highly advanced spinstand experiments. Up to now only the results
of a handful of static tester experiments on bit patterned are documented in lit-
erature [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. However, the dependence of the magnetic reversal
process on the write field exposure time, which is the central question addressed in
this work, has not been studied so far. In the following a brief overview of recent
developments in magnetic recording and future prospects are given as an introduc-
tion for the non-professional reader. After that, the theoretical framework necessary
for the interpretation of the write field exposure time dependent measurements is
developed. A compendious part on the details of the investigated samples, the ex-
perimental setup, and the measurement procedure follows. The data obtained from
recording experiments under various conditions and the conclusions drawn therefrom
are presented in the main chapter. In the end, a summary is given in English and
German as well.
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2 Magnetic recording

Today, longitudinal magnetic recording already seems to be history and within a
few years this might also be true for conventional perpendicular magnetic recording.
New approaches dodging the thermal stability limit are being discussed. However,
the decision which way to go is not yet clear and a technology as superior as perpen-
dicular magnetic recording over longitudinal magnetic recording once was is not yet
in sight. Nevertheless, bit patterned magnetic recording is a very likely candidate
to enable further advancements. This chapter will cover the fundamental aspects
of perpendicular magnetic recording, give an idea of the challenges that come with
the introduction of bit patterned media and show how patterned media can help
deferring the density limits of conventional perpendicular magnetic recording.

2.1 Longitudinal recording

In magnetic recording, data is stored as spatial variation of the magnetization on
the surface of a rotating disk. Bits are presented by the spatial variation of the
magnetization in millions of tiny areas forming circular tracks. On a single disk sev-
eral tens of thousands of such concentric tracks can be found and the areal storage
density, i. e. number of bits per unit area, is defined by the bit length along the
track (down-track) and the radial track spacing (cross-track). Figure 2.1 shows a
schematic drawing of the conventional longitudinal magnetic recording scheme. The
magnetization of a bit is set by the magnetic field of an inductive write element.
Depending on the field direction, the magnetization of the grains is either aligned
parallel or antiparallel to the rotation direction of the disk. The resulting magneti-
zation pattern can be read back by a magneto resistive sensor which is also located
in the recording head flying over the disk. The exact relation between magnetization
pattern and binary information is defined by the encoding scheme. Usually a change
or no change of the magnetization direction at the bit location corresponds to a 1 or
0, respectively. Figure 2.2 shows a typical granular longitudinal recording medium.
It consists of irregularly shaped and randomly close packed ferromagnetic grains. It
is designed in a way that the easy axis of magnetization of each grain is in the disk
plane. However, there is no pronounced preferential orientation of the easy axis in
the disk plane as can be seen in figure 2.2. This reduces the amplitude of the read
back signal compared to a perfectly aligned medium significantly. The irregularities
in shape and order of the grains lead to imperfect bit transitions and give rise to the
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2 Magnetic recording
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Figure 2.1: Key components of a single layer longitudinal magnetic recording system.
The easy axis of magnetization is in the plane of the disk. The stray field from the
’ring-type’ inductive writer can set the magnetization either parallel or antiparallel
to the rotation direction of the disk. The spatial variation of the magnetization
direction is read back by the magnetoresistive reader [15].

Figure 2.2: Plane view transmission elec-
tron microscope image of a granular lon-
gitudinal recording medium. The magne-
tization direction is color coded in blue
and red. The bit transition is shown in
yellow. The arrows indicate the easy axis
of magnetization of each grain.

10 nm
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2.2 The recording trilemma

so called transition noise. The signal-to-noise ratio scales with the number of grains
per bit and is proportional to

√
N . Hence, a bit consists of several tens of grains in

order to keep the signal-to-noise ratio at a certain acceptable level.

2.2 The recording trilemma

Increasing the areal density by just reducing the bit cell size means less grains per bit.
However, the scaling of the signal-to-noise ratio with

√
N implies that the number of

grains per bit has to be kept constant in order to keep the signal-to-noise ratio at an
appropriate level. Hence, increasing the areal density while maintaining the signal-
to-noise ratio requires smaller grains. In a geometrically simplified picture the grains
have an uniaxial anisotropy Ku and are assumed to be cylinders with diameter D
and of height t, what corresponds to the thickness of the medium. Typical values for
t and D are 10 nm to 20 nm and 5 nm to 15 nm, respectively. This makes the grains
small enough to be single-domain. Neglecting the demagnetizing effect, the energy
barrier ΔE0 separating the two magnetization directions at T = 0 can be written as

ΔE0 = KuV =
π

4
·KuD

2t. (2.1)

At finite temperature, thermal fluctuations can lead to the reversal of the magne-
tization of grains and the decay of the playback signal. Conventionally, a value
of ΔE0 ≥ 40 kBT , where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature, is
considered to be large enough to ensure thermal stability for years [16]. From equa-
tion (2.1) we see that the thermal stability decreases with shrinking grain volume.
Furthermore, we expect that the magnetization direction becomes thermally unstable
below a certain critical volume. The magnetization of the ferromagnetic grain starts
to fluctuate and the grain becomes superparamagnetic. Hence, the practical grain
volume is limited by the anisotropy of the recording material. However, a reduction
of the grain size is necessary to increase the areal density and can be compensated
by the use of materials with increased anisotropy. The switching field Hs scales to
lowest order with the anisotropy field HK, i.e.

Hs ∝ HK =
2Ku

μ0Ms

. (2.2)

Hence, the switching field scales linearly with the ratio of the anisotropy Ku to
the saturation magnetization Ms. Consequently, the use of high-Ku materials is
attended with the necessity of an increased head field. The maximum achievable
head field is limited by the saturation magnetization of the material used for the write
pole. Alloys employed for the writer already had a saturation magnetization close to
the fundamental limit of Ms ≈ 1500 kAm−1 to 2000 kAm−1 [17, 18]. However, the
geometry of the writer/medium system also has a great influence on the maximum
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2 Magnetic recording

available head field. For longitudinal magnetic recording, it can be shown that the
maximum of the fringing fields from a ’ring-type’ head as shown in figure 2.4 is μ0

2
Ms.

Hence, the maximum value of Ku a longitudinal recording medium can have to be
properly writable. Considering this, it was predicted that the maximum areal density
achievable with longitudinal magnetic recording is ≈ 100Gbit in−2 [16].

2.3 Perpendicular recording

Multiple aspects native to perpendicular magnetic recording made it superior to lon-
gitudinal magnetic recording with respect to the superparamagnetic limit: a higher
write field magnitude, sharp write field gradients, demagnetizing fields stabilizing
the bit transition, a thicker recording medium, and high playback signal. The most
striking inventions responsible for that were: a single pole write head, a recording
medium with high perpendicular anisotropy, and the introduction of a composite
medium structure with a soft magnetic underlayer. How these inventions cause the
superiority of perpendicular magnetic recording to longitudinal magnetic recording
is explained in the following.

Write field

In conventional longitudinal magnetic recording the single layer recording medium is
placed in the fringing field of the writer. A large gap, in company with a significant
spacing loss, between the writer and the medium is necessary to get the highest
write efficiency. In perpendicular magnetic recording the medium is placed between
the trailing pole of a single-pole writer and a soft magnetic underlayer below the
recording layer. This geometry is illustrated in figure 2.3. The net field acting on
the medium is the superposition of the field Hpole = μ0Ms/2 generated from the
single-pole writer and the field Hmirror = μ0Ms/2 from a magnetic image of the
writer in the soft magnetic underlayer [19]. Hence, the maximum possible write field
adds up to Hwrite = μ0Ms. This is twice as high as for conventional longitudinal
magnetic recording. Consequently, recording media with higher anisotropy can be
written. What, with respect to the recording trilemma, allows for the increase of
the areal density while maintaining the thermal stability. Another aspect of the
single-pole writer design that makes perpendicular magnetic recording superior to
longitudinal magnetic recording is the spatial profile of the write field. As illustrated
in figure 2.4, the field from a perpendicular magnetic recording writer falls off much
faster along the cross-track direction than the field from a longitudinal magnetic
recording writer. The sharp side field gradients in perpendicular magnetic recording
lead to very precisely defined tracks with only little adjacent track erasure. This
finding directly transfers into a lower possible track spacing and enables a higher
number of tracks per inch compared to longitudinal magnetic recording.
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Recording
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Figure 2.3: Schematic side view of the perpendicular magnetic recording scheme. The
recording medium is situated in the field generated between the trailing pole of the
single-pole writer and the soft magnetic underlayer [15].

a) ring-type writer b) single-pole type head

Figure 2.4: Normalized write field emanating from the write element of different
recording heads. The cut-out of the field profile measures 500 nm in the cross-track
(y) direction and 400 nm in the down-track direction (x). a) Down-track component
of a ’ring-type’ writer used for longitudinal magnetic recording. b) Perpendicular
field component from a single-pole type head employed in perpendicular magnetic
recording [19]. The side field gradients of the single-pole type head are much sharper
than what is observed for the ring-type head [20].
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2 Magnetic recording

Figure 2.5: The switching field depends
on the angle φ between the easy axis and
the applied field. The Stoner-Wohlfarth
model predicts a reduction of the switch-
ing field of 50% for φ = 45◦.
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In a granular longitudinal magnetic recording media the easy axes of the grains are
randomly distributed in the disk plane. Thus, a large fraction of the grains has the
easy axis not aligned with the write field. However, the switching field strongly de-
pends on the angle φ between the easy axis and the direction of the applied field.
Neglecting interactions between neighboring grains, the angular dependence of the
switching field is described by the Stoner-Wohlfarth model [21]. In this model, the
switching field Hs(φ) decreases with the angle φ between the easy axis and the ap-
plied field as shown in figure 2.5. This shows that the switching field of a grain with
its easy axis not aligned parallel to the field can be up to a factor of two lower than
for perfectly aligned grains. Hence, the 2D pseudo random orientation of the easy
axis in the plane of the longitudinal magnetic recording medium imposes stringent
requirements for sharp write field gradients to achieve sharp bit transitions and keep
adjacent track erasure low.
In contrast to longitudinal media, the easy axis orientation in perpendicular magnetic
recording media is intrinsically well defined. The easy axis of the grains is almost
perpendicular to the disk surface and coincides with the intended bit magnetization.
As a result, the transition in a perpendicular medium is narrower compared to a
longitudinal medium written with comparable field gradients.
Another consequence of the perpendicular alignment of the easy axis is the beneficial
impact of the demagnetizing field at the bit transition. The illustration in figure 2.6
shows that the antiparallel magnetization configuration of neighboring grains for
perpendicular magnetic recording is energetically favored. Whereas in longitudinal
magnetic recording the stray field destabilizes the transition as the parallel magne-
tization alignment is favored1. The difference in the stray field configuration also

1The grains of a recording medium are not entirely exchange decoupled. Though the magnetostatic
interaction destabilizes homogenously magnetized areas, the influence of the stray field is less
pronounced at ultra high areal densities. Hence, the interplay of magnetostatic interaction and
intergranular exchange determines the stable magnetic cluster size.
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2.3 Perpendicular recording

a) longitudinal medium b) perpendicular medium

Figure 2.6: Impact of the magnetostatic interactions between neighboring grains with
opposite magnetization direction. a) In longitudinal magnetic recording the demag-
netizing field destabilizes the transition. The stray field favors the parallel alignment
of the magnetization. b) In perpendicular magnetic recording the antiparallel mag-
netization configuration is favored and the transition stabilized.

gives rise to a different playback signal in perpendicular magnetic recording. In lon-
gitudinal magnetic recording the stray field only emanates from the magnetic charges
located near the transition itself. The magnetic charges of a perpendicular magnetic
recording medium are distributed over the whole surface of the medium. Hence, the
stray field emanates from the effective magnetic charge at the top and bottom of the
recording layer or in case of a soft magnetic underlayer present, from the bottom of
the latter. The direct impact on the play back waveform is shown in figure 2.7. The
read element of the recording head is mainly sensitive to the z-component (perpen-
dicular to the medium) of the stray field. In case of a longitudinal magnetic recording
medium, only the transition gives a significant read back signal. The play back sig-
nal from a perpendicular magnetic recording medium contains more information. It
is present across the entire bit. It should be mentioned that from the technolog-
ical point of view this makes a different read channel necessary for perpendicular
magnetic recording signal processing.

Recent developments

Hitachi Global Storage announced a perpendicular magnetic recording product with
636Gbit in−2 end of 2010 [3]. This is a higher areal density than it was believed to be
possible a few years ago [22]. However, the extensibility of perpendicular magnetic
recording also seems to be limited. The projected maximum areal density possible
is 1Tbit in−2 [5, 23]. For recording beyond 1Tbit in−2 new technology options are
explored, such as 2D magnetic recording with shingled write recording and 2D signal
processing, thermal assisted magnetic recording, microwave assisted magnetic record-
ing or bit patterned magnetic recording. Yet none of these technologies provides a
problem-free solution to extend the areal density limit beyond that of conventional
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Figure 2.7: Magnetic stray field from bit transitions. The magnetization configuration
of the underlying medium is as indicated by the arrows. If the read-back signal
is proportional to the z-component of the stray field (blue curves), the play-back
waveform of a longitudinal and perpendicular medium differs substantially. For a
longitudinal medium the signal only arises from the magnetization transition where
as the signal from a perpendicular medium emanates from the whole bit [19].
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2.4 Bit patterned media

Figure 2.8: Future technology options for overcoming the current areal density limit
due to thermal stability issues [24].

perpendicular magnetic recording. The promising technology options beating the
areal density limits are illustrated in figure 2.8. Thermal assisted recording over-
comes the write-ability issues of high anisotropy materials found in perpendicular
magnetic recording by locally heating the recording medium and thus reducing the
necessary switching field. The write process is similar to the one found in magneto-
optical recording systems. In microwave assisted magnetic recording an electrical
AC field is employed to initiate the precessional motion of the magnetization in the
medium which assists the head field to reverse the magnetization. Both approaches
enable switching of grains with a much higher switching field than the available head
field. In two dimensional magnetic recording relatively broad tracks will be written
sequentially overlapping resulting very narrow tracks. The 2D read back signal pro-
cessing takes advantage of the knowledge of the information stored in adjacent tracks
and knowledge of adjacent track interference becomes a part of the information. A
drawback is that a single track cannot be updated without altering adjacent tracks.
This makes in place update of information more time consuming than in conventional
perpendicular magnetic recording and is a possible performance bottle neck.

2.4 Bit patterned media

All of the previously mentioned technologies still rely on the multi grain per bit
concept. The use of high-Ku granular media ensure thermal stability at very small
grain sizes necessary for an ultra-high areal density. The patterned media concept
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2 Magnetic recording

Figure 2.9: Comparison of conventional multigrain and bit patterned media. The
magnetic recording layer in a conventional medium is a thin granular magnetic alloy.
The nanometer grains are almost exchange isolated from each other and act like
independent single domain particles. A recorded bit is composed of several tens of
these random grains. In patterned media the storage layer is made up of an ordered
array of highly uniform magnetic islands. In this case each island represents an
individual bit [25].

leaves the beaten path. The bit information is no longer stored in the magnetization
of multiple grains of irregular shape and order. Binary 0 or 1 are defined by the
magnetization direction of a predefined single-domain magnetic island with uniax-
ial anisotropy. The fundamental difference between today’s perpendicular recording
media and future bit patterned media is illustrated in figure 2.9. The islands in
bit patterned media are fabricated by advanced nano fabrication processes [26] such
as ion beam irradiation [10, 27], conventional electron beam lithography [28, 29],
nano imprinting [30, 31], UV or X-ray interference lithography [32, 33], (guided)
self-assembly processes [34, 35, 36], or a combination of these. Conventional semi-
conductor techniques like electron beam lithography can only be deployed to a certain
extend when it comes to commercialization. They are mainly limited by their low
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2.4 Bit patterned media

Figure 2.10: A high resolution circular electron beam writer is employed to fabricate
the imprint master with conventional lithography methods. Using a circular writer
avoids positioning errors due to conversion of polar to cartesian coordinates [25].

throughput compared to what is necessary for hard disk drive production and their
use is mostly restricted to research.

Although the concept of bit patterned media appears to be very simple, the litho-
graphic patterning is challenging. At an areal density of 1Tbit in−2 the resolution
must have a full pitch of 27 nm, this drops to 9 nm at 10Tbit in−2 with stringent pre-
cision requirements beyond the capability of current industrial lithographic methods.
The fabrication of nanometer size features with position and size tolerances smaller
than 1 nm (1-σ) is already very challenging. Though, high precision patterning of a
complete 65mm or 95mm disk at high throughput and at low cost requires a new
fabrication approach [37] compared to today’s perpendicular media manufacturing.

The envisioned approach combines high resolution electron beam lithography and
nanoimprint replication. A master template patterned with conventional lithogra-
phy (figures 2.11a and 2.10) is used for the creation of several thousand nano imprint
stampers which are used to transfer the nanometer-scale bit pattern onto disk sub-
strates (figures 2.11b and 2.11c) . If the patterning process of the disk takes place
prior to the deposition of the magnetic recording layer (figure 2.11d) we get a pre-
patterned substrate. Pattering of disks with an already deposited recording layer
leads to so called post-etched samples (patterned medium). In both cases we ob-
tain magnetic islands sticking out of the substrate. The patterned disk has to be
planarized, i.e. the trenches between the islands have to be filled with nonmagnetic
material, in order to obtain a smooth disk surface that allows for the lowest possible
fly-height of the head [38, 39].

Without doubt, cost effectiveness and throughput achievable with nano imprint

13



2 Magnetic recording

a) stamper mold etching b) UV-cure nanoimprinting

c) disk substrate etching d) blanket deposition

Figure 2.11: The transfer of the pattern of the imprint master onto the disk is a multi
step process. a) The master pattern is transferred onto a transparent stamper. b)
Liquid nanoimprint resist is spun onto a disk substrate and the transparent stamper
pressed into the resist. Irradiation with ultraviolet light hardens the resist. c) Reac-
tive ion etching transfers the resist pattern onto the disk substrate. d) The recording
layer is deposited onto the prepatterned substrate.

14



2.5 Exchange coupled composite media

lithography are not the main concerns when it comes to basic research. For sam-
ples designed for research, conventional electron beam lithography is sufficient or
even favorable over nano imprint technology. Electron beam lithography is a highly
developed, reliable standard technique and allows for quick changes in the pattern
structure during the course of a measurement series. Although electron beam lithog-
raphy is relatively time consumptive, it is possible to meet the stringent fabrication
tolerances at a throughput sufficient for laboratory recording experiments. However,
the geometrical variation of the pattern is just one aspect that affects the switching
field distribution and accordingly the recording performance of the medium. Compo-
sitional or structural inhomogeneities of the magnetic layers also broaden the switch-
ing field distribution. The design chart in figure 2.12 shows the relation between the
gradient of the effective write field and the allowed switching field distribution at
a targeted areal density. At the same targeted area density a lower switching field
distribution allows for a smaller gradient of the effective write field. Therefore, the
switching field distribution has to be kept considerably low.

2.5 Exchange coupled composite media

Making the transition from conventional multi grain media to bit patterned media
changes the thermally stable unit from tiny single grains to whole bits. At storage
densities beyond the capability of conventional perpendicular granular media the
volume of a patterned bit island becomes comparable to, or even smaller than the
grain volume in today’s media. At this point the thermal stability issue also arises for
bit patterned media and the use of materials with higher anisotropy than employed
today is unavoidable. This approach is yet limited by the maximum achievable head
field.

In the ideal case one would come up with a solution where the thermal stability
and the write-ability are separated from each other or where at least the figure of
merit of ξ = 2ΔE/(MsHsV ), roughly speaking the energy barrier per switching field,
is increased compared to conventional perpendicular magnetic recording. Here ΔE
is the energy barrier, Ms the saturation magnetization, Hs the medium’s switching
field, and V denotes the volume. The use of exchange coupled composite bit pat-
terned media2 can help to increase the figure of merit. Exchange coupled composite
media are composed of exchange coupled magnetically hard and soft regions within
the same grain and make use of either’s advantage [40, 41, 42]. The magnetically
hard part with its high anisotropy is a prerequisite for keeping the thermal stability
whereas the soft part reduces the switching field compared to a single phase medium
with similar energy barrier. The figure of merit for exchange coupled composite me-
dia is found to be two to three times that of conventional granular media [43].

2This concept is also known as exchange spring media or domain wall assisted recording
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2 Magnetic recording

Figure 2.12: Design chart for bit patterned media with bit aspect ratio (BAR) as-
suming a fabrication (σprint) and synchronization (σsynch) tolerance of 1 nm. The
anisotropy is K1 = 2.7× 106 erg cm−3 and the saturation magnetization is Ms =
430 emu cm−3. The desired bit error rate is 10−6. The achievable areal density is
color coded and additional density contour lines are plotted in light blue. The re-
lation between the necessary gradient of the effective write field (grad(Heff)) and
the allowed switching field distribution σHsw at a targeted areal density is clearly
observable. [37].
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2.5 Exchange coupled composite media

a) b) c) d) e)

Figure 2.13: Magnetization reversal steps of a bilayer exchange coupled composite
grain. a) At the nucleation field Hn a domain wall starts to nucleate in the upper
soft layer. b) The domain wall forms in the soft part a propagates with increasing
reverse field towards the hard/soft interface. c) The domain wall gets pinned and d)
compressed at the interface. e) By the time the reverse field exceeds the pining field
Hp the domain wall penetrates the interface and the whole grain reverses [45].

Victora and Xiao [41] proposed a dual layered medium and discussed the magnetiza-
tion reversal based on a two spin model where the magnetization in the hard and soft
layer remains uniform during the reversal. In this case the magnetization of the soft
part can be tilted by application of an external field much smaller than it would be
required to tilt the magnetization of the hard part. The tilt of the soft layer exerts a
torque via exchange coupling to the magnetization of the hard layer and thus reduces
the switching field of the hard layer.
Suess introduced the same concept independently. He discussed the reversal process
of a bilayered columnar grain based on micromagnetic simulations [40, 42, 44] show-
ing that the reversal mode induced by an external reverse field differs significantly
from the thermally activated switching process. The micromagnetic simulations show
that the soft layer which is fully exchange coupled to the hard layer acts as a lever
for the field induced reversal of the hard layer. When a reverse field is applied a
domain wall nucleates in the soft part of the grain as shown in figure 2.13a. If the
thickness of the soft layer tsoft is larger than the domain wall width of the hard layer,
the nucleation field

Hn =
2Ksoft

Jsoft
+

2Aπ2

4tsoftJs,soft
(2.3)

only depends on the properties of the soft layer [45]. With increasing reverse field
the domain wall propagates through the soft layer (figure 2.13b), gets pinned (fig-
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2 Magnetic recording

Figure 2.14: Angular dependence of the
normalized switching field Hs(φ)/Hs(0).
Single phase (blue) and ideal exchange
coupled composite media (red) show a
different dependence on the angle φ be-
tween the applied field and the easy axis.
Ideal single phase media are described by
the Stoner-Wohlfarth theory where the
switching field is reduced by a factor of
2 for φ = 45◦. Ideally, exchange coupled
composite media follow the Kondorski re-
lation and the switching field increases
with increasing angle.
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ure 2.13c) and compressed at the interface of the soft and hard layer (figure 2.13d).
When the amplitude of the reverse field reaches the pinning field [45]

Hp =
2Khard

Js,hard

1− εKεA
(1 + sqrtεJεA)

(2.4)

the domain wall penetrates through the entire hard layer (figure 2.13e). The ratio
of the anisotropy constants is εK = Ksoft/Khard, the ratio of the exchange constants
is εA = Asoft/Ahard, and the ratio of the magnetic polarizations is εJ = Js,soft/Js,hard.
Interestingly, the pinning field depends on the ratio of the parameters of the soft to
the hard layer. This reversal is significantly different from the thermally activated
reversal which is more uniform [42]. For the described two layer system, the decou-
pling of the switching field from the thermal stability results in a two times higher
energy barrier at identical switching field compared to a single phase medium. By
extending the concept from two to N layers [46] one can gain a factor of ten in energy
barrier per switching field expressed by the figure of merit ξ.
Besides the obvious gain in thermal stability, exchange coupled composite media
show another effect that helps increasing the areal density. The sensitivity of the
switching field Hs to the angle between the easy axis and the applied field φ is much
lower than for granular single phase media described by the Stoner-Wohlfarth the-
ory. The sensitivity of the switching field Hs to the easy axis orientation can be seen
from figure 2.14. For a Stoner-Wohlfarth particle a small misalignment of the easy
axis of about 5◦ decreases the switching field by a few percent. In the ideal case
exchange coupled composite structures follow the Kondorski 1/ cosφ law [47, 48, 49]
and the influence of same easy axis orientation on the switching field is negligible.
The weak angular dependence of the switching field of exchange coupled composite
media compared to conventional media makes them less prone to magnetic fields
that are not parallel to the easy axis. Though the adjacent tracks experience a tilted
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2.5 Exchange coupled composite media

magnetic field that arises from the nature of the writer, the chance of accidentally
erasing information on the adjacent tracks of an exchange coupled composite medium
is reduced [42, 50]. Hence, less sensitivity of adjacent tracks to the finite side field
gradients allows narrower tracks and is thus also beneficial for increasing the areal
density.
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3 Theory of thermally activated
magnetization reversal

The time-dependence of magnetic properties has been investigated for decades. This
includes studying changes of the coercivity, the permeability or the magnetization
with time. Here I will discuss the evolution of the magnetization state of an ensemble
of individual entities with time.

3.1 Ensemble of identical Stoner-Wohlfarth particles

Starting point is an ensemble of N0 equal single domain particles with uniaxial
anisotropy Ku. In the initial state at t0 = 0 the magnetization of all particles is
aligned in parallel and parallel to the easy-axis. Furthermore, we assume the mag-
netic moments within each particle are always aligned in parallel (single spin ap-
proximation). The time-dependent evolution of the magnetic state of the ensemble
without any external field is then related to the thermally assisted crossing of the
energy barrier ΔE of magnetic switching. The number of particles N(t) remaining
in the initial state can be describe by an Arrhénius law

N(t) = N0 · e−rt. (3.1)

The rate r at which the energy barrier is successfully crossed at a finite temperature
T can be written as

r = f0 · e−
ΔE
kBT . (3.2)

The factor f0 is the attempt frequency of approaching the barrier and is on the order
of 10−9 s−1 [51, 52]. We can rewrite equation (3.1) and obtain the number of particles
Nswi that have switched after time t

Nswi(t) = N0 −N(t) = N0 ·
(
1− e−rt

)
. (3.3)

Dividing equation (3.3) by the overall number of particles N0 we get the switching
probability pswi(t) of a particle after time t

pswi(t) = 1− e−rt. (3.4)

Using equation (3.2) the probability for the reversal of a single domain particle of
the ensemble can be written as

pswi(t) = 1− e−f0t·e
− ΔE

kBT

. (3.5)
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3 Theory of thermally activated magnetization reversal

3.2 Ensemble of particles with a distribution of
properties

However, the previous discussion is only valid for an ensemble of particles with iden-
tical properties. Any distribution in the properties affecting the energy barrier ΔE
would lead to a distribution of the energy barrier and result in a deviation from the
above depicted ideal exponential decay. Weighing ΔE with the normalized density
function g(ΔE) of the distribution in equation (3.5) and integration over all possible
values of ΔE leads to a more general expression for the switching probability

pswi(t) =

∫ ∞

−∞
1− e−f0t·e

− g(ΔE)·ΔE
kBT

dΔE. (3.6)

A normal distribution of the energy barrier ΔE with mean ΔEc and variance σ2

(green curve in figure 3.1) can be described by the density function

g(ΔE) =
1

σ
√
2π

e−
(ΔE−ΔEc)

2

2σ2 . (3.7)

The switching probability then transforms into

pswi(t) =

∫ ∞

−∞
1− exp

⎡
⎣−f0t · exp

⎛
⎝−e−(ΔE−ΔEc)

2

2σ2 ·ΔE

σ
√
2π · kBT

⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦ dΔE. (3.8)

Whereas a lognormal distribution of ΔE with mean ΔEc,L and variance σ2
L (see red

curve in figure 3.1) is described by

g(ΔE) =

{
0 ΔE ≤ 0

log e

ΔEσL

√
2π

exp
(
− (logΔE−ΔEc,L)

2

2σ2
L

)
ΔE > 0

(3.9)

where ΔEc,L and σ2
L are mean and variance of the variable ΔEL = logΔE. Mean

and variance of the variable ΔE can be derived by

ΔEc = exp

(
Ec,L +

σ2
L

2

)
, σ2 =

(
exp σ2

L − 1
) · exp (2ΔEc,L + σ2

L

)
. (3.10)

Including either distribution into the switching probability expression leads to a sig-
nificant deviation from the time-dependent behavior as derived in section 3.1. Fig-
ure 3.2 shows that the switching probability taking into account a distribution with
little variance (see red and blue curve in figure 3.1 for the according probability den-
sity functions) already displays a higher switching probability for all times than the
switching probability of a homogenous ensemble. With increasing variance, parti-
cles tend to switch earlier while the saturation point also shifts towards longer times
figure 3.1).
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3.2 Ensemble of particles with a distribution of properties

Figure 3.1: Probability density function
for different distributions. Mean and
variance of the normal and lognormal
distribution are ΔEc = 25 kBT and σ =
5 kBT . The normal distribution (blue)
is symmetric with respect to the mean
whereas the lognormal distribution (red)
is asymmetric. In the absence of a dis-
tribution the probability density is de-
scribed by δ(ΔEc) (green).
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Figure 3.2: Field exposure time dependence
of the switching probability for different en-
ergy barrier distributions. With increasing
energy barrier mean the switching probabil-
ity shifts to longer field exposure time. The
shape of pswi is determined by the variance
σ2. With increasing variance of the distri-
bution the onset of the switching shifts to
shorter time compared whereas at the same
time the saturation is reached at longer time.
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3 Theory of thermally activated magnetization reversal
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Figure 3.3: The energy landscape for an aligned Stoner-Wohlfarth particle with uni-
axial anisotropyKu in an applied external field according to equation (3.11). Without
external field the minima at θ = 0 (↑) and θ = ±π (↓) are of equal energy (black
dashed line). With increasing reverse field the minimum at θ = 0 vanishes. At the
switching field Hs the up state becomes instable and the system relaxes into the down
state.

3.3 Magnetization reversal in an applied magnetic
field

3.3.1 Zero temperature

The energy barrier of magnetic switching depends on the reversal mechanism and
is related to more fundamental magnetic properties. In a simple case we consider
the Stoner-Wohlfarth particle that switches via coherent rotation. If we consider
such an ellipsoid of revolution with uniaxial anisotropy Ku, volume V , saturation
magnetization Ms, we can calculate the total energy per volume [53] to be

E

V
= Ku sin

2 θ +
μ0

4
(1− 3D)M2

s sin
2 θ − μ0MsH cos(θ − φ). (3.11)

where θ is the angle between the magnetizationM and the easy axis of magnetization,
φ is the angle between the easy axis and the external field, andD is the demagnetizing
factor describing the geometry of the ellipsoid. In the absence of an external magnetic
field, the Zeeman energy μ0MsH cos(θ−φ) in equation (3.11) is zero and only magneto
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3.3 Magnetization reversal in an applied magnetic field

crystalline and shape anisotropy have to be taken into account. We obtain

E

V
= Ku sin

2 θ +
μ0

4
(1− 3D)M2

s sin
2 θ. (3.12)

Equation (3.12) is plotted in figure 3.3 as black dashed curve. The resulting energy
landscape shows two minima of equal energy at θ = 0 and θ = ±π separated by an
energy barrier ΔE. A particle will, depending on the initial magnetization direction,
either stay in the up state ↑ or down state ↓. Application of a reverse field parallel
to the easy axis (φ = 0) now favors the down state (blue curve in figure 3.3) and
the minimum at θ = 0 becomes less pronounced, i.e. the energy barrier ΔE that
separates the two stable magnetization states is reduced. At a critical field Hs, so
called switching field, the energy barrier vanishes and the magnetization can switch
from the up to the down state . The switching field can be derived from analyzing
equation (3.11) and looking for a plateau in the energy landscape. At small angles
sin x ≈ x and cosx ≈ 1− x2

2
and we obtain

E

V
= Kuθ

2 +
μ0

4
(1− 3D)M2

s θ
2 − μ0MsH

(
1− θ2

)
. (3.13)

The requirements for a plateau are

∂E

∂θ
= 0, and

∂2E

∂θ2
= 0 (3.14)

and from equation (3.13) we derive

Hs =
2Ku

μ0Ms

+
1

2
(1− 3D)Ms. (3.15)

With the Stoner-Wohlfahrth switching field Hs the field dependence of the energy
barrier ΔE(H) is often expressed as

ΔE(H) = ΔE0

(
1− H

Hs

)2

(3.16)

what only holds true if the field H is applied parallel to the easy axis.
For the case φ �= 0 the switching field depends on the angle φ between the external

field and the easy axis and Hs turns into

Hs(φ) =
HK(

sin2/3 φ+ cos2/3 φ
)3/2 . (3.17)

Where the effective anisotropy field HK is defined as

HK =
2Keff

μ0Ms

(3.18)

and the effective anisotropy including the magneto crystalline anisotropy Ku and the
demagnetization contribution μ0

4
(1− 3D)M2

s is written as

Keff = Ku +
μ0

4
(1− 3D)M2

s . (3.19)
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3 Theory of thermally activated magnetization reversal

3.3.2 Finite temperature

The Stoner-Wohlfarth switching field at zero temperature H0 deviates from the co-
ercive field Hc at finite temperature. Analog to the argumentation in section 3.1 ,
the temperature (and time) dependence of the coercive field can be written as

Hc (t, T ) = H0

{
1−

[
kBT

ΔE0
ln

(
t

ln(2)τ

)] 1
n

}
. (3.20)

This expression is known as Sharrock’s equation [52, 54]. Here τ is the average lifetime
and the inverse of the rate r in equation (3.2), t is the time scale of the measurement,
and H0 equals the Stoner-Wohlfarth switching field from equation (3.15). Note, the
exponent n depends strongly on the angle between the applied field and the easy axis.
It is exactly 2 in the Stoner-Wohlfarth theory if the field is applied exactly parallel
to the easy axis [21, 55, 56]. Victora [57] generalized the dependence of the energy

barrier on the applied field and expressed it as a series expansion
(
1− H

H0

)3/2

+

O(5/2). The exact deviation of the exponent n from 2 has been studied theoretically
by Harell [58] as a function of the applied magnetic field and the angle of the external
with the easy axis.

3.4 Non-Stoner-Wohlfarth like reversal

The application of the Stoner-Wohlfarth model is limited to magnetic systems with
dimensions on the order of the exchange length. This ensures the uniformity of the
magnetization on the nanoscale and a coherent reversal. Any possible non-uniformity
in a system that does not obey Stoner-Wohlfarth theory can be met by adjusting the
exponent n and H0.

Néel [59] already found a
(
1− H

H0

)3/2

dependence when discussing domain wall

motion. The same dependence was found by Sharrock when discussing particle size
effects in recording materials [60]. Bertram et al. [61] discuss the behavior of the
energy barrier in grains composed of two subgrains with high and low anisotropy
constant. In their simple model the subgrains are simplified as two individual macro
spins. In this two spin model, the exponent n can take values between 1.1 and 2.
The exact value depends on the magnetic moment, the anisotropy and the exchange
between the subgrains as well as on the angle of the applied field. Suess et al. [54] use
a Monte Carlo approach to estimate the accuracy of energy barriers in an exchange
spring bilayer derived from time-dependent coercivity measurements. As a result, it
is shown that the use of a constant exponent n in equation (3.20) and subsequently
in the generalized form of equation (3.16)

ΔE = ΔE0

(
1− H

H0

)n

(3.21)
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3.4 Non-Stoner-Wohlfarth like reversal

when evaluating experimental data leads to a significant error in the energy barrier
at zero field. However, using n as free parameter when extrapolating equation (7.2)
to ΔE0 leads to even larger errors [54].
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3 Theory of thermally activated magnetization reversal
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4 Bit patterned media fabrication

The two most common form factors of hard drives are 2.5 in with 65mm disks and
3.5 in with 95mm disks. The disk are of either aluminum or glass. Here we chose
65mm glass disks as sample substrates. In order to achieve the best recoding per-
formance possible a standard seed layer / soft magnetic underlayer film system is
deposited prior to any following layer. Instead of a conventional granular perpendic-
ular recording medium an intermediate etch stop and the SiNx layer for patterning is
deposited subsequently. The bit pattern, as well as the servo pattern is then defined
via standard electron beam lithography and etched into the SiNx film prior to the
deposition of the seed layers for the recording layer. The sample is finalized with a
protective overcoat and lubricant.

4.1 Soft magnetic underlayer, etch stop layer and
SiNx deposition

A standard soft magnetic underlayer of 400 Å was deposited as a first layer prior to
sputtering of a NiW(15 Å)/Ta(75 Å)/NiW(15 Å) intermediate layer. Subsequently,
a 200 Å thick SiNx layer, to which the desired bit and servo pattern is transferred
later on, was grown on the intermediate layer. The intermediate layer itself has two
functions. First, it acts as an etch stop layer and provides a barrier that prevents the
soft magnetic underlayer from being identically patterned like the SiNx layer. Second,
it separates the soft magnetic underlayer physically from the recording layer deposited
on the patterned substrate and suppresses exchange coupling of the recording layer
to the soft magnetic underlayer in areas where SiNx is etched away. The full layer
stack is shown in figure 4.3.

4.2 Electron beam lithography and pattern etching

In order to perform electron beam lithography a 100 nm thick polymethyl methacry-
late (PMMA) resist layer was spin coated onto the SiNx layer. The PMMA layer was
then partially exposed via electron beam lithography. The exposed parts of the resist
were subsequently removed via developing. Then the resist pattern was transferred
onto an etch mask by evaporating 20 nm of Cr onto the PMMA. The resist was then
removed, leaving only the Cr etch mask on the SiNx. The inverse Cr mask pattern
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4 Bit patterned media fabrication
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Figure 4.1: Layout of the patterned data region. The track pitch and width is
kept constant for both areal densities. Bit pitch and length are doubled from a
100Gbit in−2 to b 200Gbit in−2.

was then etched into the SiNx layer via CHF3 /CF4 reactive ion etching. This left
embossed SiNx structures with the Cr mask on top. The Cr mask was removed with
a CR-9S etch step.

The finally obtained pre-patterned substrate consists of isolated SiNx pillars and
the embossed servo pattern on top of the intermediate layer and the soft magnetic
underlayer. Areal densities of 100Gbit in−2 to 500Gbit in−2 were realized on a single
disk. The pattern consists for each density of a data region and two adjacent servo
regions, all approximately 10 µm long in the down-track direction. Results presented
in this work were all obtained on patterns with an areal density of 100Gbit in−2 or
200Gbit in−2. The dimensions of the underlying islands are shown in figure 4.1. At
an areal density of 100Gbit in−2 the bit length and track width is 60 nm at a bit and
track pitch of 80 nm. At 200Gbit in−2 the bit length and pitch is reduced to 30 nm
and 40 nm respectively. The real shape and dimensions of the pattern can be seen
from figure 4.2.

4.3 Recording layer

The recording layer is a multilayer based exchange coupled composite medium [62]
with perpendicular anisotropy and of nominal composition [Co(2.8 Å)/Pd (9 Å)]3
Pd(5 Å)[Co(2.8 Å)/Pd (9 Å)]2Pd(5 Å) [Co(2 Å)/Ni(7 Å)]1 Co(2 Å)Pd(20 Å). Here the
Co/Pd multilayer resembles the magnetically hard part of the exchange coupled
composite structure and the Co/Ni/Co trilayer the soft part. According to pre-
vious studies the [Co(2.8 Å)/Pd(9 Å)]x layer shows an effective anisotropy field of
HK,eff ≈ 1.67× 103 kAm−1 and a saturation magnetization of Ms ≈ 500 kAm−1.
The [Co(2 Å)/Ni (7 Å)]1/Co layer exhibitsHK,eff ≈ 398 kAm−1 andMs ≈ 700 kAm−1.
The recording layer was DC magnetron sputtered at room temperature onto the pre-
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4.3 Recording layer

Figure 4.2: Scanning electron microscope image of the 200Gbit in−2 pattern prior to
the recording layer deposition. The dark and bright contrast depicts the trench and
the SiNx islands respectively.

patterned substrate and a Si/Au/Pd seedlayer using an Ar pressure of 4× 10−3mbar.
The full layer stack including the nominal thickness of each individual layer can be
seen from figure 4.3. Hysteresis loops from polar Kerr measurements with the mag-
netic field applied perpendicular to the substrate surface are presented in figure 4.4.
For the full film a switching field Hs of 76 kAm−1 and a switching field distribution
of σ = 6 kAm−1 is measured. The patterned region exhibits Hs,100 = 623 kAm−1

with a switching field distribution of σ = 62 kAm−1 at 100Gbit in−2 and Hs,200 =
562 kAm−1 with a switching field distribution of σ = 60 kAm−1 at 200Gbit in−2.
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4 Bit patterned media fabrication
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the full layer stack after deposition of the recording layer,
protective overcoat and the lubricant onto the pre-patterned substrate. The nominal
thicknesses of the individual layers is denoted in brackets.

Figure 4.4: Normalized Kerr hysteresis
loops the signal from the patterned data
region. The signal from the trench
material is subtracted before fitting an
erf(H) dependence (solid line) to the ex-
perimental data (open symbols). The
200Gbit in−2 pattern (red) exhibits a
slightly reduced switching field compared
to the 100Gbit in−2 pattern (blue). The
hysteresis loop of the full film (green) is
shown for comparison.
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5 Static tester setup

The recording experiment described in chapter 6 is carried out using a static tester
setup in which a conventional read/write head is scanned over a sample in the x-
and y-direction [63, 27, 64]. The magneto resistive read sensor is used to image
magnetic stray fields emerging from the sample by scanning over the sample while
simultaneously recording the resistance of the read element. The reader can either
be a giant or tunnel magneto resistive element. The inductive writer is used to write
magnetic transitions or alter the magnetic state of the sample in general. During
the experiment, the recording head is always in physical contact with the sample
surface and moved at a scan speed less than 100 µms−1. This is very slow compared
to the speed achieved on a spin stand, thus the static tester can be operated without
the overhead of complex servo patterns and feedback mechanisms required on a spin
stand.
The mechanical setup includes an xy piezo positioning stage with a maximum scan
range of 100µm× 100 µm and can in closed-loop mode achieve a nominal resolution
better than 0.3 nm [65]. A recording head assembly from a hard drive is mounted
to a home-built clamp providing the electrical connection of the magneto resistive
reader and the inductive writer to the electronics. The clamp itself is attached to a
gimbal on a tripod. Each tripod legs can be adjusted in height with stick-slip piezo
motors in order to place the head in plane physical contact with the sample. Two
legs of the tripod are mounted on motorized linear micro stages and allow for coarse
positioning of the recording head in the xy plane. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of
the key components belonging to the mechanical setup.
The whole setup is controlled with a custom LabVIEW-based software running on a

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the mechanical
static tester setup [63]. Note, the slider is
not drawn to scale and in reality of mil-
limeter size.
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5 Static tester setup

a) TEM image b) temperature simulation

Figure 5.2: Cross-section view of slider body. a) Close-up TEM image of the read and
write element and the thermal fly-height control heater embedded in the slider. b)
Calculated temperature distribution with activated thermal fly-height control heater
element. The protrusion of the writer from the air bearing surface is controlled by
the thermal expansion of the heater [66].

windows PC. The xy scanning stage is directly controlled by digital-to-analog con-
verter PCI cards in the PC. The write current is provided by a programmable current
source with a GPIB interface. The accessible current pulse length ranges from sub
µs to ms. The bias current for the magneto resistive reader is provided by a precision
current source, also with a GPIB interface, and the read-back voltage signal fed to
an analog-to-digital converter PCI card.
The air bearing surface of the slider is in contact with the sample surface. Hence, the
distance of the read and write element from the recording layer is fixed. However,
the protrusion of the write element from the air bearing surface towards the sample
can be changed with an additional heating element in the head structure. See fig-
ure 5.2a for a TEM cross-section image of the head structure including the heater
element. The heater is composed of a different material than the rest of the slider and
expands and contracts much more rapid than the slider body. Applying current to
the heater results in thermal expansion and increases the protrusion of the read and
write element, thus decreasing the effective head to disk spacing. See figure 5.2b for
the temperature distribution with the heater activated. The whole technology was
developed to control the protrusion of the read/write element independently from
thermal expansion effects possibly generated by the write current and is called Ther-
mal Fly-height Control. The heating power was supplied to the thermal fly-height
control element by a constant current source.
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6 Recording experiments on
patterned media with varying write
field exposure times

In order to start any experiment with a defined magnetic state of the medium, the
entire disk is DC magnetized prior to any scanning experiment. The patterned
structures on the disk as described in chapter 4 are visible to the unaided eye and
the recording head is aligned manually to the pattern of interest on the disk. The
positioning of the head relative to the data region of the pattern is accomplished by
scanning a large area of the pattern and extraction of the coordinates of the reference
track (denoted TOI, the track on which the later write experiment is performed)
from the read-back signal. The exact down-track and cross-track coordinates of
the reference track are then gained by reading the servo region and analysis of the
read-back signal. Once the position of the reference track is determined correctly
the actual recording experiment starts with reading the first servo region, (situated
in minus down-track direction with respect to the data region), the reference track
itself, and the second servo region (adjacent in plus down-track direction). This
is repeated for both adjacent tracks (ATs) of the TOI. The track to the left seen
in the down-track direction is denoted AT+1, the one to the right is denoted AT-1.
The nomenclature is visualized in figure 6.1 and figure 6.2 shows the read-back signal
of a DC magnetized data track and part of the adjacent servo pattern. Next, the
recording head is scanned over the TOI with a predefined cross-track and down-track
offset. During this line scan, the writer is pulsed over every nth bit. A portion of
the servo pattern can bead read during the write process due to the fixed known
down-track offset of ≈ 10 µm between writer and reader. From the servo read-back
we get the real phase between the write clock and the synchronization marks as well
as the real cross-track offset. The write current direction is chosen in a way that the
write pole generates a reverse field pointing opposite to the magnetization direction
of the initial state of the islands. The rise and fall time of the write pulse are very
short compared to the full width at half maximum so the pulse shape can roughly
be described as square pulse. The full width at half maximum is taken as a measure
for the pulse duration t. After the head was pulsed over the TOI, the read-back
signal generated from the TOI and both ATs is recorded in subsequent line scans.
The whole procedure of recording the play-back signal of the initial magnetization
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6 Recording experiments on patterned media

AT-1

TOI

AT+1

data regionservo region

synchronization marksposition marks

Figure 6.1: Schematic of the pattern layout. The servo region to the left (and also
to the right, which is not drawn here) of the data region spans vertically over three
tracks. Reading the phase shift between the position and synchronization marks
allows to determine the cross-track position. The down-track position is derived
from evaluating the position of the synchronization marks. AT±1 denotes the tracks
adjacent to the reference track denoted TOI.

Figure 6.2: Read-back signal of data and
servo regions recorded at the center of
the track along the down-track direc-
tion. The sample is fully DC magne-
tized, ie. the magnetization direction of
all bit islands is the same. The pattern
of the data region has an areal density of
200Gbit in−2. The signal from the data
region is shown in blue, the signal from
the adjacent servo pattern in red.
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6.1 Read-back waveform analysis and bit flip statistics

pulse duration t/µs
# single pulse accumulated
1 0.1 0.1
2 0.1 0.2
3 1.0 1.2
4 1.0 2.2
5 10.0 12.2
6 10.0 22.2
7 100.0 122.2
8 100.0 222.2

pulse duration t/µs
# single pulse accumulated
9 100.0 322.2
10 100.0 422.2
11 100.0 522.2
12 100.0 622.2
13 100.0 722.2
14 100.0 822.2
15 100.0 922.2
16 100.0 1022.2

Table 6.1: The write pulse duration is varied during the course of the experiment.
The calculation of the accumulated pulse duration that the single pulses add up to
the accumulated field exposure time.

state, subsequent pulsing of the write head over the TOI and final read-back of the
magnetization state after writing is repeated several times with varying write pulse
duration of 100 ns to 100 µs. Note, the medium was only DC magnetized once before
the very first write cycle. The field pulses of subsequent write cycles add up under
the assumption that the island magnetization is thermally stable for time longer than
the duration of the experiment and no thermally activated magnetization flipping of
occurs without an external magnetic field. This is experimentally proven since the
Kerr hysteresis loops (see figure 4.4) show a remanent magnetization of 100%. How
the different pulse durations exactly accumulate in the experiment can be seen in
table 6.1. Figure 6.3 presents a comprehensive view of the different experimental
steps. The experiment described above is repeated on multiple different tracks to
avoid extensive media wear and improve statistics.

6.1 Read-back waveform analysis and bit flip statistics

The recorded read-back waveforms are post-processed with MATLAB in order to
deduce the magnetization state of the bits of the TOI and the ATs before and after
every write cycle. In a first step, the waveform is decomposed into the two servo
wedges and the data block using the bit pitch and data block position information
extracted from the servo wedges. Subsequently, the data block read-back signal
(figure 6.4a) is processed through a read channel to find the magnetization states
of each individual bit that fits the read-back waveform best. The output of the
read channel is a train of binary values (figure 6.4b), where each value resembles the
magnetization state of an individual island. A digital 0 in the bit sequence stands
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6 Recording experiments on patterned media

Figure 6.3: Flowchart showing the course
of experiment. Starting point is a DC
magnetized sample followed by the write
experiment with 16 accumulating field
pulses on a single track. The whole write
experiment is then repeated on several
different tracks.
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6.2 Determination of the energy barrier distribution

a) play-back signal
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Figure 6.4: a) Raw read-back waveform of a track of the 200Gbit in−2 pattern after
the writer was pulsed several times on the track. Three different read-back signal
levels or states are visible. The upper and lower state correspond to bits in the initial
state and bits having their magnetization reversed respectively. The intermediate
state is generated by bits with the magnetization in the initial state but where the
magnetization of the surrounding trench material is reversed. b) Binary bit train
derived from the raw signal processed through the read channel. Islands with reversed
magnetization result in a binary 1.

for the initial orientation of the magnetization and 1 represents an island having its
magnetization reversed. The down-track coordinate of the bits and the position where
the head was pulsed is known so we can separate the bit sequence into sub sequences
that correspond to the bit pattern generated by a single write pulse. The bit flip
statistic can be compiled from the bit sequences belonging to tracks recorded under
the same conditions. Every single value of it describes the switching probability of an
island depending on its relative position to the writer when it was pulsed. Figure 6.5
shows a representative bit flip statistic compiled from measurements on 51 different
tracks.

6.2 Determination of the energy barrier distribution

The thermal activated magnetization reversal of an island in a magnetic reverse field
smaller than the switching field is a statistical process. The average time τ that
elapses between switching on the reverse field and the occurrence of a bit flip is given
by

τ =
1

f0
· exp ΔE

kBT
, (6.1)
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6 Recording experiments on patterned media

Figure 6.5: Switching probability pswi

of bit islands with areal density of
200Gbit in−2. Every data point repre-
sents a distinct bit position relative to
the write head. The trailing edge of the
writer was positioned at x ≈ 0 nm with
zero cross-track write offset when pulsed
for 100 ns at a thermal fly-height control
power of 40mW. Bits close to the trailing
edge in positive down-track direction ex-
hibit a higher switching probability than
those farer away. This fact can be related
to the head field profile that is of similar
shape and shown in red.
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what is the reciprocal value of equation (3.2). However, due to the statistical nature
of the magnetization reversal at T �= 0, switching can also occur at a time t shorter
than τ . According to considerations made in chapter 3 the predicted switching
probability pswi(t) is small than one. Hence, measuring the switching probability of
bit islands depending on the field exposure time t can give information about the
remaining energy barrier ΔE. In case of an energy barrier distribution present in the
investigated bits equation (3.6) has to be taken instead of equation (3.5) and can be
rewritten as

pswi(t) =

∫ ∞

−∞
1− e−f0t·e

− g(ΔE)·ΔE
kBT

dΔE. (6.2)

The exact type of distribution that has to be put in equation (6.2) depends on the
type of the distributions present in the sample’s properties affecting the energy barrier
distribution. In general any material property related to the magnetization reversal
process affects the measurable energy barrier distribution. From island to island we
expect a distribution of the average anisotropy, the saturation magnetization deter-
mining the magnetostatic interactions between neighboring islands or the orientation
of the easy axis. Additionally distributions of microstructural properties within a sin-
gle bit determine for example the position of the nucleation site on the island and
the effective switching field of the bit[67]. Usually the microscopic properties feature
a normal or lognormal distribution and Gaussian distribution of the switching field is
assumed to describe the average effect of the microscopic non-uniformity [23, 68, 69].
This implies also a normal or lognormal distribution for g(ΔE�) obtained from fit-
ting equation (6.2) to experimentally obtained time-dependent switching probability
values . A more comprehensive discussion of either distribution and their influence
on the on the time dependence of the switching probability can be found in sec-
tion 3.2. Putting a normal distribution in equation (6.2) is equal to equation (3.8).
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6.2 Determination of the energy barrier distribution

a) switching probability distribution
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b) fit parameters

parameter value unit
T 300 K
f0 1012 Hz
ΔEc 19.92 kBT
σ 5.55 kBT

Figure 6.6: a) Experimentally measured switching probability derived from averaging
over multiple islands. The cross- and down-track offset from the write pole is the same
for all islands taken into account. The switching probability increases gradually with
increasing pulse width / exposure time. The experimentally accessible time range
just probes a fraction of the switching probability distribution. The full distribution
is derived from fitting equation (6.2) to the data. b) The values of the fit parameters
from a successful fit (red curve).

When fitting this to switching probability measured for different field pulses as de-
scribed in section 6.1 the temperature T and attempt frequency f0 are known and
two free parameters, the energy barrier mean value ΔEc and its variance σ2, re-
main. Figure 6.6 shows a fit of equation (6.2) to switching probabilities of bits
recorded at 20mW thermal fly-height control power on a 100Gbit in−2 sample with
zero cross- and down-track offset. Assuming a temperature of T = 300K and an
attempt frequency of f0 = 1012Hz the remaining energy barrier is ΔEc = 19.92 kBT
with σ = 5.5 kBT.
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7 Results

The number of experiments possible with the static tester setup is almost infinite.
The focus of this work is on the capability to locally alter and sense the magnetization
state of sub-micron sized objects. This feature is used to study the magnetization
reversal of individual nanometer sized ferromagnetic islands. More precisely speak-
ing, the goal of these experiments is to determine the energy barrier connected to
the magnetization reversal for individual nano islands. The results of the previously
described basic experiment repeated under various conditions are presented in the
following.

7.1 Influence of the thermal fly-height control power
on the switching probability

The magnitude of the magnetic field from a write head scales with the distance
from the write pole, i.e. it increases with decreasing distance from the write pole.
Hence, controlling the spacing between the write element and the disk interface is
crucial in a hard drive. The thermal fly-height control technology allows to change
the protrusion of the write pole towards the disk. Accordingly, it allows for keeping
the separation of the write element from the disk constant. Inasmuch the recording
head is in contact with the sample surface in the static tester setup the head disk
separation is always constant. Thus, a variation of the thermal fly-height control
power can be used to directly change the separation between the write pole and the
sample surface and control the field magnitude acting on the sample. Hence, the
dependence of the energy barrier on the field magnitude can be studied by repeating
the experiment using various thermal fly-height control power values.

7.1.1 Bit flip statistics

In order to get an idea of the influence of the thermal fly-height control power on
the switching of individual nano islands, the experiment described in chapter 6 was
carried out on multiple different tracks of the 200Gbit in−2 sample. Different thermal
fly-height control power values from 0mW to 60mW were applied during the course
of the measurement. Fifty-one tracks at a time are measured using 0mW, 10mW,
20mW, 40mW, and 60mW respectively. The read-back signal of every written
track and both adjacent tracks is recorded and evaluated for each field exposure
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time analogous to the description given in section 6.1. A representative part of the
resulting bit flip statistic is shown in figure 7.1. Every data set is calculated from
averaging over 408 individual pulses at each field exposure time. The down-track
coordinate of the islands is denoted with respect to the approximate position of the
write pole at x = 0nm. It is obvious that only seven or eight islands per data set
exhibit a non-zero switching probability. The reason for this is the limited spatial
extend of the write field sufficient to initiate the magnetization reversal of an island.
A calculated two dimensional map of the head field and field angle is shown in
figure 7.2. Both, the field magnitude Hhead and the angle with the surface normal of
the write pole α are calculated for a head-disk separation equal to the experimental
conditions. The soft magnetic underlayer present in the investigated samples is also
taken into account.
The field at which the magnetization of an island reverses does not only depend
on the field magnitude but also on the angle of the head field and the easy axis
of magnetization. The angular dependence of the switching field for the measured
islands is Stoner-Wohlfarth like [62]. Thus, the magnetic field that initiates the
magnetization reversal can be expressed in terms of an effective write field. The
effective write field is the product of the head field magnitude and the angle dependent
Stoner-Wohlfarth write field multiplier1. The resulting spatial distribution of the
effective write field is plotted in figure 7.3. It is clearly visible that Heff is significantly
larger than zero only for about 200 nm in the down-track direction and approximately
120 nm in the cross-track direction. This is in good qualitative agreement with the
down-track range over which islands show a non-zero switching probability when
the head is pulsed. This, and the fact that the switching probability is different for
neighboring islands indicates that the islands switch independently and the reversal
is only triggered by the locally acting field.

A look at figure 7.1 already shows that the switching probability does not only
change with the field exposure time and the down-track position of the island but
also depends on the thermal fly-height control power used. With increasing thermal
fly-height control power the separation between the sample and the write pole de-
creases and the write field is expected to increase. Hence, the switching probability is
expected to increase monotonically with increasing thermal fly-height control power.
The experimentally observed evolution of the switching probability with the thermal
fly-height control power is shown in figures 7.4a to 7.4f. However, the experimentally
observed dependence of the switching probability deviates from the expected mono-
tonic increase. The switching probability calculated for 10mW thermal fly-height
control power is smaller than for 0mW thermal fly-height control power whereas it
overall increases for values larger than 10mW. However, thermal fly-height control
was originally designed to compensate for changes in the read/write element protru-
sion when the head flies over the disk [66] and not when in physical contact with it

1Heff = Hhead × write field multiplier
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Figure 7.1: Down-track dependence of the average switching probability pswi derived
from the bit flip statistics compiled from measurements on 51 tracks. The error bars
indicate the statistical variance σ2 of the switching probability.
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Figure 7.2: Color plot of the head field angle and magnitude. The head field is
calculated from an ideal model of the recording head in combination with a soft
magnetic underlayer. The black triangle in b) depicts the dimensions of the write
pole. The trailing edge is located at x = 0nm. At α = 0◦, the field is normal to the
surface of the write pole. The sign of the field switches at α = −90◦.

Figure 7.3: Color plot of the effective
write field. The trailing edge is located
at x = 0nm. The effective field mag-
nitude is calculated from the head field
and the angle of the with the easy axis
of the medium. The calculation assumes
a Stoner-Wohlfarth like angular depen-
dence of the medium’s switching field.
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Figure 7.4: Thermal fly-height power dependence of the switching probability pswi for
different down-track positions x. The error bars indicate the statistical variance. The
saturation power shifts towards lower values with increasing field exposure time t. In
general, the switching probability increases monotonically with the PTFC. However,
at 10mW a local minimum occurs probably to the expansion of the slider body
exceeding the protrusion of the writer at low heating power.
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as here. The different operating environment might be the reason why the switching
probability is lowest at 10mW instead of at 0mW. The thermal expansion of the
thermal fly-height control heater element also leads to an expansion of the body of
the slider. Under unfavorable circumstances (e.g. skewed slider) the slider expansion
can eventually not be compensated by the protrusion of the read/write element and
the distance between the write pole and the sample surface is enlarged. As a con-
sequence, the spacing between the read/write element and the sample surface is not
necessarily proportional to the heating power. This might explain the experimental
results where it appears as if the thermal expansion of the thermal fly-height control
heater element at 10mW power enlarges the distance between the write element and
the sample surface. For thermal fly-height control power values above 10mW the
switching probability increases indicating that the write element really approaches
the sample surface and the bits experience a higher write field.

Though the switching probability is proportional to the write field, it cannot exceed
unity per definition. This is visible for field exposure times longer than 1 µs where
the switching probability for some down-track positions saturates above a certain
heating power threshold. The physical reason for the saturation is that above a
threshold the write field is large enough so the switching probability during the field
exposure time is close to one. For a write field higher than the threshold value the
switching probability is always one. Hence, an increase of the thermal fly-height
control power does not affect the switching probability either. However, the higher
the thermal fly-height control power and the higher the write field accordingly is,
the less time it will take until the magnetization reversal takes place after the field
is applied. Conversely, the thermal fly-height control power at which the switching
probability saturates is lower the longer the field exposure time is. This is exactly
what the experimental data shows. Note, the dependence of the saturation value on
the down-track coordinate of the island can easily be understood. The write field
an island experiences at 0mW depends on the down-track position. As a first-order
approximation the increase of the thermal fly-height control power just scales up the
write field. Therefore, the initial field at 0mW can be too low in order to reach
the write field threshold where the switching probability is one within the accessible
thermal fly-height control power range.

7.1.2 Write field exposure time dependence of the switching
probability

In the previous section it was already mentioned that the write field threshold above
which the switching probability is always one depends on the field exposure time.
The reversal of an island’s magnetization is always related to an energy barrier ΔE0

that separates the initial magnetization state from the final one. The height of
this energy barrier depends on the applied reverse field that energetically favors the
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7.1 Influence of the thermal fly-height control power

final magnetization state over the initial one. Above a certain field H0 the energy
barrier vanishes and the magnetization reverses even at zero temperature. If the
applied magnetic field is smaller than H0, the two stable magnetization states of an
island remain separated by an energy barrier ΔE. However, at a finite temperature
this energy barrier can be overcome by thermal fluctuations. The statistic nature
of the thermally assisted reversal in a magnetic field smaller than H0 implies that
the probability of crossing the remaining energy barrier ΔE increases with the field
exposure time. Conversely, measuring the switching probability for various field
exposure times experimentally allows for the calculation of the remaining energy
barrier. The mathematical framework describing this process is given in detail in
chapter 3. The experimentally observed time-dependence of the switching probability
is shown in figure 7.5. Where possible, the fit of equation (6.2) to the data is shown
as solid line in figure 7.5. The quality of the fit depends strongly on the interval over
which the experimentally observed switching probability stretches. If the data covers
less than 20% of the interval [0; 1] the predicted remaining energy barrier values are
not reliable. In those cases the fit function is plotted as dashed line. Note that the
measured switching probability is derived from averaging over hundreds of islands
with slightly varying magnetic properties. Hence, the model used for fitting the data
takes an energy barrier distribution instead of a single energy barrier into account (see
chapter 3). In order to fit the model described by equation (6.2) the temperature is set
to T = 300K and the attempt frequency chosen as f0 = 1012Hz [70]. The values for
the mean ΔEc of the remaining energy barrier distribution g(ΔE) and the standard
deviation σ that result from the fit of equation (6.2) are summarized in tables 7.1
and 7.2. The values derived for the remaining energy barrier are within a range of
3(6) kBT to 45(18) kBT. The remaining energy barrier can be put in equation (3.2) in
order to calculate the average field exposure time that is necessary in order to observe
a reversal of the magnetization. Doing so for the ΔEc values obtained from the fit
results in average field exposure times of 5× 10−11 s to 3× 107 s. Though part of this
time range lies beyond the experimentally accessible time regime, one has to keep in
mind that the extracted energy barrier values not necessarily have to be observable
in the experiment. As long as a significant part of the energy barrier distribution
lies well within the experimentally accessible regime it is be possible to determine
the mean and standard deviation of the energy barrier distribution from the fit. The
fraction of the energy barrier distribution that can is probed experimentally can be
seen from figure 7.6.
Previously it was mentioned that the switching probability of an island increases

with the applied magnetic field. Inasmuch the remaining energy barrier is inversely
proportional to the switching probability, the remaining energy barrier decreases
with increasing applied magnetic field. A look at the effective write field profile
(figure 7.3) shows that the field in down-track direction falls off to both sides of the
trailing edge. Hence, the remaining energy barrier is supposed to be minimal for the
island located near the trailing edge and increase for the neighboring ones. The plot
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Figure 7.5: Field exposure time dependence of the switching probability when the
head is pulsed at x = 0nm. The switching probability changes with the down-track
distance of the bit from the position where the head was pulsed. The lines are the
fits of equation (6.2) to the data, dashed lines indicate that the fit is unreliable.
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down-track position /nm 0mW 10mW 20mW 40mW 60mW

−39.94 0 0 45.3 47.01 84.45
0 18.84 24.13 9.06 4.88 0.1

39.94 16.64 18.06 10.74 4.75 0.1
79.88 18.86 20.67 10.86 6.39 0.1
119.82 22.15 23.93 14.73 9.75 0.1
159.76 28.84 37.79 23.47 18.28 14.58
199.7 40.8 0 31.63 46.16 27.71

Table 7.1: Remaining energy barrier values in units of kBT for bits at various down-
track positions with respect to the trailing edge of the writer. The values are derived
from fitting equation (6.2) to the experimental data. The height of the remaining
energy barrier is inversely proportional to the applied field. An infinite energy barrier
means the write field was not large enough to reverse bit, zero energy barrier is
equivalent to a field large enough to always reverse the bit.

down-track position /nm 0mW 10mW 20mW 40mW 60mW

−39.94 0 0 15.79 13.43 50
0 13.54 10.56 9.53 6.62 8.66

39.94 4.85 4.53 5.27 5.3 6.52
79.88 5.33 5.12 5.67 5.86 11.86
119.82 6.26 5.27 6.64 5.56 16.86
159.76 8.09 10.19 7.13 5.71 11.69
199.7 11.02 0 7.07 17.02 7.69

Table 7.2: Standard deviation of the remaining energy barrier in units of kBT from
fitting equation (6.2) to the experimental data.
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Figure 7.6: Calculated average field expo-
sure time τ = r−1 necessary to observe
the magnetization reversal of an island
with an energy barrier ΔE equal to the
mean of the energy barrier distribution
ΔEc. The standard deviation σ of the
observed distribution is plotted as x error
bar. The y error bars show the exposure
time for ΔEc±σ. The experimentally ac-
cessible time range that is shown in gray.
The fraction of the y error bar that lies
with in the gray area is proportional to
the fraction of the energy barrier distri-
bution that is experimentally measured.
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of the remaining energy barrier versus the island’s down-track coordinate in figure 7.7
reveals exactly this behavior. For 0mW and 10mW the energy barrier exhibits a
minimum around x ≈ 40 nm which shifts towards x ≈ 0 nm for 20mW and 40mW.
For 60mW thermal fly-height control power, the data points are not sufficient to
tell in detail about any spatial dependence. In general, the energy barrier is lowest
around x = 0nm to 40 nm and increases towards higher down-track coordinates.
This agrees with assumption that the write pole’s trailing edge is located between
x = 0nm and x = 40nm when the head is pulsed.

7.1.3 Adjacent track writing

It was shown before that the effective write field sufficient to trigger the reversal of
an island roughly extends over 200 nm in the down-track direction. The extend in
the cross-track direction was estimated from the calculated field profile to be approx-
imately 120nm. Experimentally, a mean write width of about 100nm is observed
on conventional perpendicular recording media. This is larger than the track pitch
of roughly 80 nm of the investigated patterned medium. Hence, islands adjacent to
the reference track on which the head is placed possibly also experience a magnetic
field large enough to observe switching. This is checked by analyzing the read-back
signal from the adjacent tracks and calculating the switching probability for each
island as it was done before for the reference track. The mean ΔEc of the remain-
ing energy barrier distribution is then determined from fitting equation (6.2) to the
field exposure time-dependent switching probability. The result for both adjacent
tracks at y = ±80 nm is shown figure 7.8. The design of the experiment, writing
and reading without any cross-track offset, suggests similar results for the remaining
energy barrier for opposing bits on both adjacent tracks. However, an asymmetry
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Figure 7.7: Results from fitting equation (6.2) to the experimental data as a func-
tion of the down-track position x. The error bars indicate the bounds for the fitted
coefficients within 95% confidence level. The down-track dependence of the remain-
ing energy barrier is determined by the spatial variation of the write field along the
track. The higher the write field acting on an island is, the lower the remaining
energy barrier is.

Figure 7.8: Down-track dependence of the
remaining energy barrier measured for
both adjacent tracks. Note that the y-
axis of the lower coordinate system is re-
versed. The remaining energy barrier de-
creases with increasing thermal fly-height
power. Islands on the track at +80 nm
show a slightly higher energy barrier than
those on the track at −80 nm. The mini-
mum of ΔEc is equivalent to the location
of the strongest write field. The asym-
metry of the two tracks is attributed to
a tilt of the head and the write field ac-
cordingly.
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in the energy barrier is clearly visible. The down-track position dependence as well
as the height of the barrier itself is different for the two adjacent tracks. Looking
at figure 7.8 it appears as if the remaining energy barrier is higher for the adjacent
track at y = +80nm than for the one at y = −80 nm. The asymmetry of the spatial
dependence of the remaining energy barrier is attributed to a misalignment of the
bit patterned structure and the recording head. A slight cross-track offset and tilt
of the head with respect to the down-track direction results in a different write field
for opposing bits on the adjacent tracks. This leads to different remaining energy
barriers for bits that are on different sides of the center track but have the same x
coordinate. In general the remaining energy barrier measured on the adjacent tracks
is larger than the one measured on the center track. This is consistent with the field
profile shown in figure 7.3. The effective write field is strongest for y = 0nm and
falls off to both sides of the y-axis.

7.2 Cross-track write offset variation at 200Gbit in−2

Section 7.1.3 already gave a glimpse at the impact of the orientation and position of
the write pole with respect to the island position. In this section we will recess how
the alignment of the write head with the islands in cross-track direction affects the
switching probability and accordingly also the remaining energy barrier. Therefore
the basic experiment described in chapter 6 is repeated for cross-track offsets of the
write head with respect to a center track ranging from 0 nm to 30 nm. The thermal
fly height control power was set to 10mW for this experiment.

7.2.1 Reference track

The time-dependent switching probability of the written islands on the center track is
the starting point for the following analysis. The respective data for islands located at
0 nm to 119.82nm is shown in figure 7.9. Where applicable, the fit of equation (6.2)
to the data is shown as solid line. The evolution of the free parameters ΔEc and σ
with the cross-track offset derived from the fit is presented in figure 7.10. For all bits,
except the one at x = 0nm, the remaining energy barrier increases with increasing
cross-track offset. In other words, the field to which the bits are exposed to decreases
with increasing offset. This is not unexpected and can be explained by the shape of
the head field profile along the cross-track direction. The writer is designed so that
the maximum of the head field in the cross and down-track direction is correlated with
the position of the write pole as shown in figure 7.11a. The head design features large
side field gradients to prevent adjacent track erasure. However, the resulting local
variation of the effective head field leads to an inhomogeneity of the magnetic field
across each single bit and it is not clear what field value defines the remaining energy
barrier of an island. In a very simple model the maximum of the field acting on an
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Figure 7.9: Field exposure time dependence of the switching probability for different
cross-track offsets of the writer. The switching probability changes with the cross-
track offset of the writer when the head is pulsed at (x = 0, y = 0). The solid lines
are the fits of equation (6.2) to the experimental data.
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Figure 7.10: Mean ΔEc of the energy bar-
rier distribution depending on the cross-
track write offset yoff for bits at different
down-track positions. The energy barrier
increases with increasing write offset as
the field falls off to the side of the write
pole. The decrease observed for the bit
located at x = 0 can be explained by a
slight tilt of the write pole with respect
to the down-track direction.
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island triggers the magnetic reversal process. Assuming this, the spatial distribution
of the effective head field determining the remaining energy barrier can be seen as a
convolution of Heff and the island dimension. The resulting field distribution for the
200Gbit in−2 pattern is shown in figure 7.11b. The down- and cross-track variation
of the effective write field and the convolution with the bit dimension are illustrated
in figures 7.11c and 7.11d. However, this simple model implies that it is sufficient to
apply a magnetic field to an infinite small fraction of the bit area in order to initiate
the magnetization reversal and the physical nucleation volume would be infinitely
small. Additionally, neither of these two models accounts for any inhomogeneity
present within one island. Hence, the real value of the magnetic field triggering
the island reversal lies between the effective write field, shown as cyan line in the
upper coordinate system of figures 7.11c and 7.11d, and the field value obtained by
convoluting Heff with the bit dimension, shown as lime line. The lower coordinate
systems in figures 7.11c and 7.11d show, based on equation (7.2), how the spatial
variation of the effective field transfers into a variation of the remaining energy barrier
ΔE.
The down-track dependence of (1 − Heff/H0) calculated from the convoluted ef-

fective field is in very good qualitative agreement with the down-track dependence
of ΔEc previously measured on the reference track that is presented in figure 7.7a.
A direct comparison of the experimentally determined remaining energy barrier and
the calculated values can be found in figure 7.12. Compared to the bits further away
from the trailing edge, the island centered around x = 0nm shows a decrease of
the remaining energy barrier with increasing offset. This is in contradiction to the
previous argumentation of decreasing field with increasing offset. However, this is
only valid if we assume a perfect orientation of the write filed to the bit pattern with
zero skew angle as illustrated in figure 7.11. From large area scans we know that the
head is tilted by approximately 3.3◦ and the trailing edge is not necessarily exactly
located at (x = 0, y = 0). Thus, the orientation of the two-dimensional write field
profile shown in figure 7.11b changes. The correct spatial mapping of the write field is
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Figure 7.11: a) Color plot of the effective write field in the xy plane at the z position
of the bits. b) Calculated maximum of the effective write field that acts on a bit
located at (x, y). Here the bit dimension of the 200Gbit in−2 pattern are taken for
the calculation. c) Cross sections through (0,0) along the dashed lines in panels b
and a. d) Cross sections along the solid lines. The lower coordinate systems show
the qualitative spatial dependence of ΔE derived from the field profile.
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Figure 7.12: Down-track dependence of
the remaining energy barrier for different
cross-track offsets. The experimental re-
sults for bits on the reference track re-
semble mostly the theoretically expected
range (gray shaded area). The ΔE range
is calculated from the effective head field
taking the bit size of the 200Gbit in−2

pattern into account and allowing for a
possible uncertainty of yoff of ±10 nm.
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Figure 7.13: Color plot of the effective
write field acting on an island depend-
ing on the island’s center position. The
plot takes a tilt of the head with respect
to the down-track direction into account.
Large area scans of the pattern show that
the head is tilted by 3.3◦ with the leading
edge pointing up.
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presented in figure 7.13. The symmetry axis of the write field no longer coincidences
with the down-track direction. Figure 7.14 shows how the write offset dependence of
write field changes if the head tilt is taken into account. Close to the trailing edge
the write field increases with increasing write offset. Whereas further away the field
decline becomes more pronounced. This explains the in figure 7.10 observed write
offset dependence very accurately. The decreasing energy barrier for the island at
x = 0nm fits the increase of the write field close to the trailing edge. The obvious
increase of the energy barrier observed for the other islands is related to the more
pronounced decrease of the field compared to the case of zero head tilt.

7.2.2 Adjacent track writing

The results presented in section 7.1 show that switching events are observed on the
adjacent track even though the head is pulsed on the reference track. Though the
head is placed at the center of the reference track, the tilt of the head leads to a
small asymmetry in the switching probability observed on both adjacent tracks. The
strong write field gradients suggest that writing with a cross-track offset aggravates
the asymmetry in the energy barrier obtained on the two adjacent tracks. Figure 7.15
summarizes the write offset dependence of ΔEc that is extracted from the measure-
ments of both adjacent tracks. The offset dependence of ΔEc is substantially different
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7.2 Cross-track write offset variation at 200Gbit in−2

Figure 7.14: Effective write field close to
the trailing edge depending on the cross-
track write offset. The magnetic field
falls off to both sides of the center of the
write pole if the head is perfectly aligned
with the track. Hence, the write field
decreases with increasing offset (dashed
blue curve). In the case of the leading
edge of the head being tilted 3.3◦ up it
can happen that the field maximum of the
cross section shifts to positive or negative
yoff = 30nm (solid red lines). The exact
position of the maximum depends on the
field gradients in down and cross-track di-
rection.
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Figure 7.15: Offset-dependence of the remaining energy barrier of bits of the adjacent
tracks at y = ±80 nm. The decrease or increase of the energy barrier with increasing
write offset is attributed to the local increase or decrease of the write field.
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for the track at y = +80nm and y = −80 nm. The mean of the remaining energy
barrier obtained for the track at y = +80nm increases with increasing write offset.
A similar write offset dependence is found for the reference track. The write pole
moves away from both tracks when offset is increased from 0 nm to −30 nm. Hence,
the write field acting on islands of the respective tracks decreases. At the same time,
the write pole moves towards the track at y = −80 nm and the write field acting on
the track increases. Therefore, ΔEc decreases with increasing offset. However, the
observed write offset dependence of ΔEc is not strictly monotonic. From figure 7.15a
it appears as if ΔEc exhibits a local minimum around yoff = 20nm. A possible ex-
planation is the fine structure of the effective write field that has been neglected so
far.

The two dimensional mapping of the effective write field (figure 7.11a) shows a
pronounced field enhancement along the edges of the write pole. This fine structure
becomes blurred if the maximum field within in an island is plotted versus the coor-
dinate of the island’s center (figure 7.11b). However, the minimum of ΔEc present
in the results shown in figure 7.15a cannot be reproduced under the assumption that
the maximum field acting on an island always triggers the reversal. Most likely, the
locally acting field configuration has to be taken into account for an accurate descrip-
tion of the magnetization reversal. The strong gradients and the field enhancement
along the edges of the write pole (see figure 7.11a) leads to a very inhomogenous field
across an island. However, the experimental data is not sufficient to give an insight
into how the local field configuration contributes to the reversal. Ikeda et al. [71]
carried out micromagnetic simulations to investigate the relation between the applied
field gradient and the magnetization switching of a nanometer sized dot similar to
the islands measured here. Their results suggest that the switching probability scales
with the volume fraction of an island in which the magnetic field exceeds the average
switching field. They also found that the switching process depends on the average
field gradient and angle within the island. Further measurements accompanied by
micromagnetic simulations can help to develop a more comprehensive understanding
of the magnetization reversal on the microscopic scale.

7.3 Cross-track write offset variation at 100Gbit in−2

In the previous sections, the dependence of the switching probability and energy
barrier distribution on external parameters is related to changes of the locally acting
write field. All measurements were carried on the 200Gbit in−2 pattern. No infor-
mation about the influence of the pattern size or geometry is given so far. Hence,
the switching probability of islands of the 100Gbit in−2 pattern is probed analogous
to the experiment presented in section 7.2. A thermal fly-height control power of
PTFC = 20mW is used for the measurements. Effects originating from the pattern
geometry can probably be deduced from comparing the results obtained at different
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Figure 7.16: Cross-track dependence of ΔE measured for different areal densities.
The remaining energy barrier is inverse proportional to the cross-track write offset
measured at 100Gbit in−2 whereas the 200Gbit in−2 pattern exhibits a direct pro-
portionality as expected.

areal densities.
At 100Gbit in−2 the bit length is 60 nm and the bit pitch is 80 nm while the track

pitch of 80 nm is the same as for the 200Gbit in−2 pattern. The shape of the islands
changes from rectangular to square. Thus, any shape contribution to the switch-
ing behavior can hardly be separated from size effects. Additionally the thermal
fly-height control power of 20mW is twice as high as in the previous experiment.
However, the study in section 7.1 reveals that the switching probability, and en-
ergy barrier distribution accordingly, scales with the used thermal fly-height control
power. There is no indication for changes in the qualitative spatial dependence of the
energy barrier with the thermal fly-height control power. Thus, the comparison of
the measurements of the 100Gbit in−2 and 200Gbit in−2 pattern remains qualitative.

7.3.1 Reference track

The track pitch and bit width is identical at 100Gbit in−2 and 200Gbit in−2. Hence,
the qualitative dependence of the switching behavior on the cross-track write offset
of the 100Gbit in−2 pattern is not expected to deviate from the behavior observed
on the 200Gbit in−2 pattern. The comparison of the reference track data measured
on both areal densities is shown in figure 7.16. For all measured islands of the
200Gbit in−2 pattern, despite the one at x = 0nm which is close to the trailing
edge, the energy barrier increases with increasing write offset (figure 7.16b). The
increase of the energy barrier is attributed to the reduced write field with growing
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write offset. The outlier at x = 0nm is explained by the tilt of the head and the
write field accordingly. The in-depth discussion can be found in section 7.2. The
results obtained on the 100Gbit in−2 pattern (figure 7.16a) stand in contrast to the
findings on the 200Gbit in−2 pattern. The energy barrier decreases with increasing
cross-track offset for all islands of the the 100Gbit in−2 pattern independent of their
down-track position. Although close to the trailing edge the write field can increase
with increasing write offset, islands further away from the trailing edge will experience
a decreasing write field with increasing write offset. This is confirmed by the results
presented in section 7.2 that were obtained on the 200Gbit in−2 pattern with the
same recording head. Hence, the general decrease of ΔE with increasing write offset
cannot be interpreted in terms of an increasing write field alone.
The spatial variation of the head field in combination with the ΔE ∝ (1−H)n de-

pendence implies that the location where the minimum switching probability occurs
correlates with the down-track position of the maximum write field. The maximum
write field approximately coincidences with the down-track position of the write
pole’s trailing edge. In the down-track direction, the head field falls off to both sides
of the trailing edge. Hence, the down-track dependence of the energy barrier should
resemble the particular shape of the write field profile – analog to the picture pre-
sented in figure 7.12. For a correct interpretation of the ΔE down-track dependence
the maximum effective write field Heff(x, y) acting on an island has to be calculated
for 100Gbit in−2 as it was done before for 200Gbit in−2. The resulting spatial field
distribution is presented in figure 7.17a. The cross section through the center of
the trailing edge along the down-track direction is plotted for both areal densities
in figure 7.17b. The effective field Heff(x) shows a plateau around x = 0nm for
both areal densities. The longer bit length of the 100Gbit in−2 pattern compared
to 200Gbit in−2 stretches the whole field profile slightly in the down-track direction
(blue line in figure 7.17b). Though Heff(x) for 100Gbit in−2 exhibits a maximum
twice as broad as for 200Gbit in−2, the width of the maximum is comparable to the
bit length and most likely only a single island close to the trailing can experience
the maximum field. Hence, the islands located further away from the trailing edge
are supposed to show a significantly higher remaining energy barrier ΔE due to the
lower field than the island on which the maximum field acts. However, the exper-
imental results presented in figure 7.18 show a different picture. Three islands of
the 100Gbit in−2 pattern exhibit the same low remaining energy barrier indepen-
dent of the cross-track write offset. This again stands in contradiction to the results
derived on the 200Gbit in−2 that are plotted in figure 7.12. There, the fine struc-
ture of the write field is almost perfectly reproduced in the down-track dependence
of the remaining energy barrier. In contrast to that, the experimental down-track
dependence of ΔE measured on the 100Gbit in−2 deviates significantly from the the-
oretically expected one. Though the thermal fly-height control power is different for
the 100Gbit in−2 and 200Gbit in−2 data compared in figure 7.18 and figure 7.12, the
variation of the thermal fly-height control power can be ruled out as a possible rea-
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a) Heff(x, y) triggering the reversal calculated
for 100Gbit in−2
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Figure 7.17: a) 2D map of the maximum write field within an island of the
100Gbit in−2 pattern. The center field magnitude is plotted versus the center co-
ordinate of the island. b) Line cuts of Heff along the down-track direction through
the center of the write pole’s trailing edge for 100Gbit in−2 and 200Gbit in−2 areal
density.

Figure 7.18: Down-track dependence of
the remaining energy barrier of bits lo-
cated on the reference track. The theo-
retical ΔE range (depicted in gray) is cal-
culated from the effective head field tak-
ing the bit size of the 100Gbit in−2 pat-
tern into account and allowing for an un-
certainty in yoff of ±10 nm. The down-
track dependence experimentally found
deviates significantly from the theoretical
model.
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Figure 7.19: Comparison of the down-
track dependence of the remaining energy
barrier of the reference track measured for
two different areal densities with a ther-
mal fly-height control power of 20mW.
The data points are drawn at the cen-
ter coordinates of each bit and the x er-
ror bars indicate the bit dimension. The
y error bars are the bounds within 95%
confidence from the fit of equation (6.2)
to the experimental data.
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son for the significant deviation from theory here. The differences in the down-track
dependence of the two areal densities are also prominent in measurements done at
the same thermal fly-height control power. A comparison of the remaining energy
barrier of the reference track measured for zero cross-track write offset at a thermal
fly-height control power of 20mW is shown in figure 7.19. The variation of ΔEc with
increasing down-track coordinate apparent in the 200Gbit in−2 data is not visible
for the data recorded on the 100Gbit in−2 islands. Furthermore, it appears as if for
the 100Gbit in−2 sample the head field is sufficient to switch bits located further
away from the trailing edge compared to the 200Gbit in−2 pattern. For both areal
densities the estimated theoretically remaining energy barrier is plotted as dashed
line in figure 7.19. It is clearly visible, that the local field acting on bits on both
sides of the trailing edge at x = 0nm is too small in order to achieve ΔE values
as low as experimentally observed. This finding supports the conclusion previously
drawn from the unexpected ΔE cross-track write offset dependence. The observed
magnetization reversal and accordingly extracted remaining energy barrier cannot
be related to the local field configuration acting on an island. Rather, the identical
energy barrier of neighboring islands that experience a different write field suggests
an interaction of neighboring bits. The idea is that the initial switching of one is-
lands is accompanied by the reversals of several neighboring islands. That would also
explain the observation of a finite remaining energy barrier for neighboring bits that
only experience a very small write field.

7.3.2 Adjacent track writing

So far the experimental findings just provide evidence for the interaction of islands
along the down-track direction. However, the geometric structure of the 100Gbit in−2

pattern is the same in the down- and cross-track direction. This suggests that cou-
pling might also be observed in the cross-track direction.
The resulting mean of the remaining energy barrier distribution ΔEc is presented
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Figure 7.20: Mean ΔEc of the energy barrier distribution plotted versus the down-
track coordinate of the island center. The down-track dependence is very similar for
the reference track at y = 0nm and the adjacent tracks at y = ±80 nm. The down-
track dependence of the energy barrier that is expected from the write field profile
is depicted as black dashed line. Neither the observed down-track nor the observed
cross-track dependence can be explained by the spatial variation of the magnetic
field.

in figure 7.20. Obviously the down-track dependence of ΔEc is almost the same
independent of the cross-track position, although the write field configuration is very
different at each track. The similarity of the results obtained on all three tracks is
not only of quantitative nature but the ΔEc(y) values of each track are nearly equal
at identical x position. This cannot be explained by the spatial variation of the write
field. The maximum of the effective write field within the area of an island of the
reference track is almost twice as large as for an island of the neighboring tracks.
Additionally, the cross-track write offset dependence as depicted in figure 7.21 does
neither agree with the findings on the 200Gbit in−2 pattern (see section 7.2) nor
with the theoretical expectations. The mean of the energy barrier is supposed to
increase with the increasing write offset for islands at 0 nm and 80 nm. However,
ΔEc decreases for all tracks with increasing offset. This finding does not agree with
the hitherto explanation of ΔEc being determined by the spatial variation of the
write field. The maximum of the effective write field coincides with the location of
the write poles’s trailing edge and falls off to all sides. With increasing the write offset
from 0nm to −40 nm the center of the trailing edge moves away from the reference
track and the track at y =80nm towards the adjacent track at y = −80 nm. The
write field increases for the track at y = −80 nm and decreases for the tracks at 0 nm
and 80 nm accordingly. Hence, the mean ΔEc of the energy barrier distribution is
supposed to increase for islands of the tracks at 0 nm and 80 nm and decrease for
the track at at −80 nm. However, the tilt of the head in the experiment causes
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Figure 7.21: Write offset dependence ΔEc for the reference track at y = 0nm and
the adjacent tracks at y = ±80 nm. The energy barrier decreases for all three tracks
when the write offset is increased from 0nm to −40 nm. Though this is expected for
the track at y = −80 nm, for the other tracks it cannot be explained by the spatial
variation of the write field.

an exemption. The effective write field increases and the energy barrier decreases
for the islands at (x = 0, y = 0) and (x = −79.95, y = 0) instead to decrease and
increase with increasing yoff from 0 nm to −40 nm (see section 7.2 for a more detailed
explanation). In any case, the decrease of ΔEc with the write offset as observed for
all islands at y = 0nm and y = 80 nm cannot be attributed to an increasing write
field. Neither can the low energy barrier observed for y =−80 nm be explained by
the write field profile. Though the effective field increases with the write offset for
this track, the write field is much smaller than for the track y = 0nm. Hence, the
energy barrier observed for the adjacent track at y = 80nm is supposed to be much
larger.

In any case, the down-track coordinate of the island that exhibits the highest
switching probability coincides with the approximate location of the trailing edge
when the head is pulsed. Adjacent islands experience a weaker magnetic field and
can only exhibit a similar switching probability if they are somehow coupled to
the island that experiences the strongest field. Inasmuch the same ΔEc value is
observed for several islands on the reference and both adjacent tracks, it is very
likely that these islands interact with the initially switching island at (x = 0, y = 0).
Exchange coupling of all these islands would prefer the reversal of neighboring islands
if one island that experiences the strongest field is initially reversed. Though the
islands at x = −79.95 nm and x = 239.85 nm exhibit the same unusual ΔEc cross-
track dependence as the initially reversed island at (x = 0, y = 0), they do show
a much smaller switching probability. Islands outside the head field do not switch
at all. Obviously, the coupling of the islands is not strong enough to reverse the
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magnetization of all islands after one island has initially switched in the head field.
It appears as if a minimum reverse field is necessary to promote the magnetization
switching of islands that are coupled to the one that is reversed first by the write
field. Possibly, the islands are weakly exchange coupled to the surrounding magnetic
film in the trenches. As soon as the island experiencing the strongest write field is
reversed, a magnetic domain with the magnetization pointing parallel to the one of
the flip island would form in the trench. In a defect free and ideally exchange coupled
sample this domain would grow and subsequently reverse the magnetization of all
islands. However, the multilayer film structure is disturbed at the interconnection
of the islands with the trench. If the write field is large enough to reverse the
magnetization of an island it is most likely also large enough to overcome the pinning
energy of the domain wall formed around this island. The domain expands into the
trench and is probably pinned at the neighboring island. If the field acting on this
island is large enough to overcome the pinning energy, the magnetization of this
island is also reversed. From the experiment it appears as if the initially flipped
island and the subsequently reversed island exhibit the same switching probability
although the local field is different. If the local field is large enough to overcome the
pinning energy at any given exposure time, the island will show the same switching
probability as the initially flipped one as it is the case for 79.95 nm and 159.9 nm.
If the write field is lower the probability to depin the domain wall decreases. The
switching probability of the island decreases accordingly but is still triggered by the
reversal of the initial island.

7.3.3 Origin of the coupling

The results of the cross-track write offset dependent measurements suggest an ex-
change coupling of islands of the 100Gbit in−2 pattern whereas the measurements of
the 200Gbit in−2 pattern show no sign of coupling. Both patterns are realized on a
single sample and the fabrication steps are identical independent of the areal density.
Hence, tolerances in the etching process or the film composition and morphology
cannot be responsible for the different coupling behavior.

A possible explanation could be the pattern geometry itself. The layout of the
100Gbit in−2 pattern is symmetric with respect to the cross- and down-track di-
rection and exhibits a trench width of 20 nm (see figure 4.1a). The 200Gbit in−2

pattern possesses trenches of 10 nm width in the down-track direction and 20 nm in
the cross-track direction (see figure 4.1b). The narrower trenches probably hinder
the expansion of the initially formed domain in the trench due to a stronger pinning.
Additionally, the sputter deposition process is non-directional2 and a wider trench
between neighboring islands is more prone to deposition of material onto the side-

2Though the target-sample distance of more than 10 cm in the setup is fairly large, the angle of
incidence of part of the ions from the target deviates from the sample normal.
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Figure 7.22: Geometry of the confocal
sputter gun assembly. The Co and Ni
target are tilted and only the Pd target
is facing the sample parallel. Hence, a
higher Co and Ni concentration is found
on the sidewalls than in the trenches and
on the islands. Conversely, the concentra-
tion of Pd deposited on the islands and
in the trenches is larger than on the side-
walls. Pd

Co Ni

rotating sample

walls of the trench than a narrow one. Hence, islands are possibly coupled to the
film deposited in the trench via magnetic material deposited onto the sidewalls of the
islands [72]. The interaction depends on the amount of magnetic material present at
the boundary of the island and the trench. Consequently, a wider trench as in the
case of the 100Gbit in−2 pattern can lead to a higher degree of exchange coupling
than the narrower trench of the 200Gbit in−2 pattern. Additionally, the Co and Ni
target are tilted with respect to the sample normal and only the Pd target is parallel
to the sample [73]. The confocal target configuration is sketched in figure 7.22. The
geometric arrangement of the sample and the targets leads to a higher concentration
of Co and Ni in the film deposited onto the sidewalls than in the film deposited
onto the islands and trenches. The higher concentration of magnetic specimen on
the sidewalls probably supports exchange coupling of the trench and the islands.
Experimentally, the presence of magnetic specimen in the boundary region of the
island and the trench is confirmed by elemental mapping in transmission electron
microscopy images of a similar sample with a trench width of 20 nm (figure 7.23b).
Unfortunately, no transmission electron microscopy images of samples with narrower
trenches are available for a direct comparison. In any case, the boundary of the
island with the surrounding trench material is a discontinuity in the film system (see
figure 7.23a) which probably acts as a pinning site for magnetic domains. Measure-
ments of magnetic multilayers deposited onto arrays of densely packed nano spheres
with similar mushroom like shape [34, 74] support this assumption. Although each
magnetic cap formed on a sphere is well connected to its neighbors, it appears as if
the magnetization of each cap can be reversed independently [34, 75]. The apparent
independent switching behavior is attributed to the formation of strong pinning sites
at the boundaries between the neighboring caps [74]. The pinning strength can be
determined by numerous factors such as the local crystallographic structure of the
boundary region, inhomogeneities of the film system, or local strain. Anyway, the
explanation of the observed coupling via the trench material is highly speculative
and it is hard to tell about the origin of the interaction between neighboring islands
without further systematic studies.
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a) cross section TEM image
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Figure 7.23: Cross section transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of islands
with a bit length of 20 nm bit pitch of 40 nm. a) Cross section image of the pattern.
The arrow indicate the interconnection of the island and the trench material. b)
The Electron energy filtered elemental mapping shows that magnetic specimen are
present at the boundary of the island and the 20 nm wide trench. Note, the TEM
images do not show the same part of the sample [76].

Publication note

Part of the results presented in this section are published in
F. Springer, O. Hellwig, E. Dobisz, M. Albrecht, and M. Grobis, “Probing the time-
dependent switching probability of individual patterned magnetic islands”, Journal
of Applied Physics, vol. 107, no. 7, p. 07B905, 2011.

7.4 Energy barrier distribution at zero field

So far the discussion of the remaining energy barrier has mostly been of qualitative
nature. Though an analytical expression for ΔE(H) appears in chapter 3, a quan-
titative analysis of the obtained energy barrier distribution is still missing. Fitting
the analytical field dependence of the remaining energy barrier

ΔE = ΔE0

(
1− H

H0

)n

(7.1)

to the experimental data allows for the extrapolation of the mean of the energy barrier
distribution at zero field ΔE0. Additionally, the values of n and H0 derived from the
fit can provide a qualitative insight into the island’s magnetization reversal process.
However, the energy barrier at zero field is the most technologically relevant value.
It determines the stability of an island’s magnetization against thermal fluctuations.
Hence, the value of ΔE0 is a crucial parameter that determines whether a recording
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medium designed analogous to the investigated sample can be employed in a hard
drive or not.
In general, experimentally determined values of ΔE for several different applied

field magnitudes could be fitted by equation (7.1) without the knowledge of any fur-
ther parameters. Though the remaining energy barrier is determined for several field
values, the missing absolute calibration of the head field does not allow for fitting the
experimental data directly. The field profile H(x, y) as well as the spatial dependence
of the remaining energy barrier is known however. Consequently, ΔE(H(x, y)) can
be fitted to the experimentally determined energy barrier values. However, the two
dimensional head field profile is calculated for an arbitrarily chosen separation of the
write pole from the sample that does not necessarily meet the experimental condi-
tions. Additionally, the experiments were carried out at different thermal fly-height
control power values which coercively result in different separations of the write pole
from the sample. This can be taken into account by introducing a field scaling factor
A that depends on the thermal fly-height power. Thus we get

ΔE(x, y) = ΔE0

(
1− A

H(x, y)

H0

)n

. (7.2)

However, A and the switching field at zero temperature H0 cannot be determined
independently from a fit of equation (7.2). Hence, H0 must be determined differ-
ently or calculated from a theoretical model. Certainly, H0 has to be larger than
the maximum effective head field. Otherwise, the switching probability of the island
experiencing the maximum head field would always be unity. This is in contradic-
tion to the experimental findings. Theory provides different expressions for the zero
temperature switching field H0 depending on the underlying model. In the simple
Stoner-Wohlfarth picture with the magnetic field applied in parallel to the easy axis,
H0 equals the anisotropy field HK. For an exchange coupled composite bilayer struc-
ture where the exchange constant is the same for the hard and soft layer, Suess et.
al [77] approximated the switching field H0 as

H0 =
2Kh − 2Ksμ0(√
Ms +

√
Mh

)2 . (7.3)

Here K is the anisotropy3, M the magnetization, and the indices s and h denote the
properties of the soft and hard layer respectively. The switching field at zero temper-
ature H0 for the measured islands can then be calculated using the experimentally
determined anisotropy and magnetization of the hard and soft layer summarized
in figure 7.24. The resulting value is H0 = 467 kAm−1, whereas the coercivities
of the 100Gbit in−2 and 200Gbit in−2 pattern measured at room temperature are
Hc,100 = 623 kAm−1 and Hc,200 = 562 kAm−1 respectively. The calculated zero tem-
perature switching field H0 is smaller than the measured coercivities despite H0 being

3The shape anisotropy is neglected.
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Figure 7.24: Magnetic properties of the
soft and hard layer of the exchange cou-
pled composite medium. Keff is calcu-
lated from HK and Ms measured at low
temperature.

hard soft
HK 1671 kAm−1 398 kAm−1

Ms 500 kAm−1 700 kAm−1

Keff 525 kJm−3 175 kJm−3

a theoretical upper limit for Hc. A possible explanation why H0 is too small can be
found in the assumptions that lead to equation (7.3) [77]. The model neglects the
shape anisotropy and demagnetizing fields and assumes that the exchange constant
is the same in the hard and soft layer. Furthermore, it premises strong exchange cou-
pling between the hard and soft layer, and that a domain wall can be formed within
the soft layer. Given that the soft layer of the investigated recording medium is very
thin, hard and soft layer are of different materials and separated by an additional Pt
spacer the premises of the approximation are not met in the experiment. However, a
more universal model that requires fewer assumptions was proposed by Bertram et.
al [61]. According to their model, the zero temperature coercivity approaches a limit
with increasing interlayer exchange. The asymptotic limit of H0 is

H0 = HK,h
1 +Ksts/Khth
1 +Msts/Mhth

(7.4)

and depends on the anisotropy field of the hard layer HK,h, the effective anisotropy
K, magnetization M , and thickness t of the hard and soft layers respectively. From
this the zero temperature switching field limited is estimated to beH0 = 1341 kAm−1

what is larger than (but on the order of) the estimated lower limit of max(Heff) =
1037 kAm−1. This makes the model a promising candidate for further analysis,
although the derived absolute value of H0 still requires further discussion. In any
case, the exact value of H0 is only important if the absolute value of the applied
field should be extracted from fitting equation (7.2). Otherwise the scaling factor A
can be considered to meet the correct ratio H(x, y)/H0 only instead of adjusting the
write field itself.

So far only little attention has been paid to the exact position of the islands with
respect to the write head. In the previous sections, the down-track coordinate of
the write pole’s trailing edge was narrowed down to x = 0± 40 nm. The cross-track
position of the head has been calculated from the pattern dimension and the position
setting in the measurement software. The remaining uncertainty in the relative
position of the islands with respect to the write field can be taken into account by
allowing for an offset (x0, y0). Hence, the fit function to extract the energy barrier
at zero field can be written as

ΔE(x, y) = ΔE0

(
1− A · H(x− x0, y − y0)

H0

)n

. (7.5)
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Equation (7.5) has a maximum of five free parameters, the energy barrier at zero field
ΔE0, the scaling factor A, the offset x0 and y0, as well as the exponent n. However,
using n as a free parameter will result in an increased error in ΔE0 [54]. Thus,
previous experiments were analyzed using a fixed exponent of n = 2 [78, 79, 80] or
n = 3/2 [81, 63, 82]. Additionally, the cross-track offset y0 can be determined very
precisely from the servo pattern read back signal recorded during writing. Thus ΔE0

can be derived from fitting equation (7.5) to the extracted ΔEc values presented in
the previous sections with only two additional free parameters A and x0 for better
fitting accuracy.
One issue still remains. Though the remaining energy barrier is plotted versus a

single pair of coordinates (x, y), it is measured for a single bit with finite surface area
centered around (x, y). The head field is highly inhomogeneous and the field gradient
can be very as large. Therefore the remaining energy barrier measured is the result
of a local field distribution and cannot be interconnected with a distinct field value
directly. However, in a homogenous island the magnetization reversal is initiated
by the maximum effective head field acting on it. Hence, H(x − x0, y − y0) can be
approximated by using the maximum effective head field occurring in a rectangular
area defined by (x − 1

2
lb, y − 1

2
wt) and (x + 1

2
lb, y + 1

2
wt). The bit length and track

width are abbreviated lb and wt respectively.

Thermal fly-height control power dependence

The following evaluation of the results for the remaining energy barrier depending
on the thermal fly-height control power shows how equation (7.5) can be fitted to
spatially resolved ΔEc data. Inasmuch a distribution of the remaining energy barrier
with mean ΔEc is observed, the fitted ΔE0 value Selected results for n = 3/2 and
n = 2 are shown in figure 7.25. Figure 7.25a shows that the experimental data lies
within a region of the fit function where no significant features are present. Hence, we
can expect a broad range of parameter values that fit the data probably equally well.
This gets manifested in the large uncertainty of the values of the free fit parameters
presented in figure 7.25b. The fit quality is comparable for both values of n as
the goodness-of-fit statistics sum of squares due to error (SSE) and the multiple
correlation coefficient R2 do not indicate a significant difference between fitting using
the two.
The analysis of all thermal fly-height power dependent ΔEc data for bits on the

reference track yields an average value of the energy barrier distribution mean ΔE0 =
76(8) kBT for n = 3/2 and ΔE0 = 85(12) kBT for n = 2. Values in brackets denote
the standard deviation of the averaged values. The correlation coefficient R2 of the fit
to the data recorded at PTFC = 10mW and PTFC = 60mW was smaller than 0.7 and
the fit result is neglected. Analysis of the data on the adjacent track at y = 80 nm
yields ΔE0 = 71(17) kBT for n = 3/2 and ΔE0 = 76(19) kBT for n = 2. Here R2 is
always larger than 0.7 and all data sets are included in ΔE0. Note, the number of
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a) fit to experimental data
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b) resulting fit parameters

0mW 40mW
Parameter n = 3/2 n = 2 n = 3/2 n = 2
A 1.7(1.5) 1.9(2.0) 1.1(0.5) 1.2(0.8)
ΔE0/kBT 59(83) 65(104) 80(151) 98(224)
x0/nm 20(30) 20(30) 16(41) 14(82)
SSE 0.4818 0.4668 0.7623 0.6474
R2 0.7391 0.7472 0.8036 0.8332

Figure 7.25: Results of fitting equation (7.5) to data recorded on the reference track
at PTFC = 0mW and PTFC = 40mW. a) Plot of the experimental data and the
fitted curves. The error bars resemble the variance of the energy barrier distribution
measured for the bit at x. The solid line shows the fit for n = 3

2
, the dashed line

is the result for n = 2. ) Table of the resulting values for the free parameters and
the goodness-of-fit statistics SSE and R2. The values in brackets are error estimates
from bounds within 95% confidence.

data points for the adjacent track at y = −80 nm is not sufficient for proper fitting.

Cross-track write offset dependence

The cross-track write offset dependence of the switching probability has been ana-
lyzed for the 100Gbit in−2 and the 200Gbit in−2 pattern as well. The use of different
thermal fly-height power values on each pattern prevented any conclusion on the
influence of the island size so far. Yet the energy barrier at zero field is independent
of the applied thermal fly-height power. Hence, the influence of the island size on
the energy barrier could be studied by fitting equation (7.5) to data obtained for
100Gbit in−2 and 200Gbit in−2. However, the analysis of the cross-track dependent
switching probability measured for the 100Gbit in−2 pattern in section 7.3 indicates
a coupling of neighboring islands. Consequently, the distribution of the remaining
energy barrier extracted for a distinct island position is not necessarily related to
the field acting at this location. Thus, the extrapolation of the mean energy barrier
at zero field analogous to the previous section is not possible for the islands of the
100Gbit in−2 pattern.
Anyway, fitting the cross-track write offset dependent data of the 200Gbit in−2

pattern supports the initial findings for the distribution of the absolute energy barrier
presented above. Equation (7.5) is fitted to the mean of the remaining energy barrier
distribution ΔEc for all cross-track write offsets. An average value of the mean of the
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absolute energy barrier distribution is calculated from all fits that exhibit R2 > 0.7.
The results of ΔE0 = 73(1) kBT using n = 3/2 is consistent with the value previously
obtained from the measurements carried out at different thermal fly-height power
values. Using the exponent n = 2 results in ΔE0 = 82(4) kBT . The goodness-of-fit
statistics are similar using either value for the exponent. According to Suess et al.
[54], the ambiguity of the exponent n is comprehensible. They show that the exponent
n in equation (7.5) depends on the field magnitude and angle. Hence, using a fixed
exponent does not meet the conditions in the experiment. Equation (7.5) is fitted to
a set of ΔEc corresponding to a specific island position. Due to the inhomogeneity
of the write field the field configuration acting on each bit is different.

Activation volume

In any case, the extrapolated energy barrier at zero field can give some insight into the
magnetization reversal on a microscopic scale. Though the investigated islands are
single-domain and show a Stoner-Wohlfarth like angular dependence of the switching
field, the magnetization reversal is most likely non-uniform [83]. The critical nucle-
ation that triggers the island’s reversal then occurs in an activation or nucleation
volume smaller than the island volume [84]. The activation volume determines the
thermal stability and thus can be inferred from measurements of the energy barrier
ΔE0.
The previous sections show that the measured patterns are described by an energy

barrier distribution rather than a single energy barrier. The values of the remaining
energy barrier in an applied magnetic field resemble normal distribution with mean
ΔEc and variance σ2. Averaging all extrapolated values of the mean of the distribu-
tion at zero field yields ΔE0,c = 74(14) kBT for n = 3/2 and ΔE0,c = 83(16) kBT for
n = 2, respectively. The accordant activation volume V � is then calculated from

K · V � = ΔE0,c. (7.6)

The average anisotropy of the composite recording layer is

K =
Khth +Ksts

th + ts
= 439 kJm−3, (7.7)

where the indices s and h denote anisotropy K and thickness t of the soft and hard
layer respectively. Therefore the activation volume is 695(130) nm3 and 785(155) nm3.
This is equivalent to a cylindrical grain of height th + ts and diameter D = 10(2) nm
or D = 11(2) nm respectively. The activation volume is only a fraction of the approx-
imate grain Volume of V = 2850 nm3. The calculated grain diameter of D ≈ 10 nm is
within the usually observed range of 5 nm to 20 nm for similar Co/Pd multilayer films
[85, 84, 86]. Yet cross-section transmission electron microscopy images of the sample
indicate an average grain sizes on the order of 5 nm. Hence the nucleation volume
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is significantly larger than the average grain volume. A similar result is obtained by
Lau et al. [85]. Though they also find that the grains triggering the reversal are
larger than the average grain. The crystalline microstructure of the trigger grain is
also shown to be different from the other grains.
Without further structural characterization it is hard to determine the microstruc-

tural origin and nature of the reversal process. However, the fact that the thermal
stability of an island is determined by a nucleation volume smaller than the island
volume can be of great technological importance. Bit patterned recording is intro-
duced in chapter 2. Replacing conventional granular perpendicular recording media
by patterned magnetic islands should enable a further increase of the areal storage
density. However, the superiority of bit patterned media technology is based on the
assumption that the complete volume of the patterned island determines the thermal
stability. The results presented here show that under the given deposition conditions,
the activation volume is only a fraction of the island’s volume. In order to make use of
bit patterned media’s potential advantage, the nucleation volume has to be increased.
Hence, the growth conditions of the recording layer have to be chosen carefully to
obtain large grains while maintaining the recording layer’s magnetic properties.
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8 Summary

Numerous recent experiments show that bit patterned media recording technology is
a promising candidate to beat the areal density limit of conventional perpendicular
magnetic recording. Though bit patterned magnetic recording is supposed to enable
storage densities beyond 1Tbit in−2, the processes necessary to reproducibly pattern
a whole 2.5 in disk with the required precision at this high density are not yet intro-
duced into mass fabrication. Thus, spin stand recording tests of bit patterned media
are hardly reported. However, the reliable patterning of small scale samples can eas-
ily be done by conventional electron beam lithography. Recording experiments on
these sample can then be carried out using a static tester setup with a linear scanning
stage instead of a spin stand.
This work reports on the successful examination of the switching probability dis-

tribution of the magnetic nano islands of a bit patterned medium at areal densities of
100Gbit in−2 and 200Gbit in−2. Therefor a SiNx film is prepatterned using standard
electron beam lithography prior to the blanket deposition of the [Co/Pd][Co/Ni]
multilayer based exchange coupled composite recording layer with perpendicular
anisotropy. A static read/write tester in which the recording head is in physical
contact with the sample is used to investigate the switching of individual bits. In the
initial state the medium is completely DC erased with the magnetization of all islands
being aligned parallel. The recording head is scanned over a distinct reference track
and a current pulse of width t sent through the write element at specific positions.
The current direction is chosen so that the write element of the recording head gener-
ates a reverse field pointing opposite to the initial magnetization direction of the bits.
The pulse amplitude is kept low enough so that the resulting write field magnitude
is lower than the islands’ switching field. The exact position of the recording head
is determined from the servo signal that is recorded in parallel. Subsequently, the
magnetization state of the targeted islands of the reference track and both adjacent
tracks is deduced from the read-back signal of the respective tracks. The experiment
is repeated on the same track for field exposure times ranging from 0.1 µs to 1000 µs.
Measurements of numerous tracks allow to compile the bit flip statistic as a function
of the field exposure time. Inasmuch the head field extends over several islands,
the bit flip statistics is also compiled as a function of the island position relative to
the write head. The switching probability as a function of the field exposure time
is described by an extended Arrhenius-Néel model for the magnetization reversal in
an applied field. The extended model assumes a normal distribution of the energy
barriers for the magnetization reversal in the medium. Mean ΔEc and variance σ2
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of the energy barrier distribution are extracted from fitting the analytical expression
that describes the model to the experimentally observed time-dependent switching
probability data.
Measurements carried out at different thermal fly-height control power values show

that the switching probability scales with the thermal fly-height control power. This
is explained in terms of the increasing write pole protrusion towards the sample
with increasing thermal fly-height control power. The increased protrusion directly
transfers into a higher write field acting on the medium which lowers the energy
barrier for the magnetization reversal. Due to the statistical nature of the thermally
assisted magnetization reversal the lower energy barrier is equivalent to a higher
switching probability. The fit of the analytical model to the experimental data yields
that the mean of the energy barrier correspondingly scales inversely with the thermal
fly-height control power. The field dependence of the energy barrier also explains the
variation of the switching probability with the position of the island relative to the
recording head. It is found that the energy barrier is lowest close to the trailing
edge of the write pole and increases with increasing distance from the trailing edge.
The head field profile in the sample plane which was calculated from a finite element
simulation shows that the head field is maximal close to the trailing edge and falls
off to all sides. This effect becomes even more prominent if an effective write field
is considered. A write field enhancement occurs at the trailing edge if the Stoner-
Wohlfarth like angular dependence of the switching field is taken into account.
Measurements of the 200Gbit in−2 pattern performed at various cross-track write

offsets from 0nm to −40 nm support this finding. With increasing write offset, the
write pole moves away from the reference track and the write field decreases. This
explains the observed decrease of the switching probability and the increase of the
remaining energy barrier. A similar behavior is observed for the adjacent track from
which the write head is moved away. However, the adjacent track which is approached
by the recording head exhibits a decreasing energy barrier with increasing write offset
due to the increasing write field.
The same experiment is also carried out on the 100Gbit in−2 pattern. However,

the result is not in agreement with the explanations given before. For several relative
positions investigated, the experimentally observed switching probability does not
depend on the position of the bit relative to the write pole. The strongly varying write
field with the position relative to the write pole suggests a pronounced variation of the
energy barrier, though. The fact that the switching probability is exactly the same for
islands with different relative positions to the write pole implies that these islands
do reverse collectively. The trigger island is identified as the island closest to the
center of the trailing edge which experiences the strongest write field. Most likely, the
interaction between neighboring bits originates from exchange coupling of the islands
and the trench material. More precisely speaking, if a single trigger island is reversed
a magnetic domain with its magnetization aligned parallel to the magnetization of the
trigger island forms in the trench and neighboring islands are flipped via expansion
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of the domain in the trench. However, the domain does only expand over a region
comparable to the head field extent. Outside the head field the domain wall is pinned
at the boundaries of the islands because of the missing magnetic field that helps to
overcome the pinning energy. Hence, collective switching of neighboring islands is
only observed for bits that lie well within the head field and islands outside the
head field are not affected. For islands at the edge of the head field profile the field
magnitude is possibly too low to overcome the pinning energy. Consequently, the
trench domain gets pinned at the island boundary. Thermal fluctuations however,
can assist the domain expansion across the pinning site. Though the reversal of the
islands in a weak magnetic field is connected to the reversal of a trigger island and
subsequent expansion of a domain in the trench, the energy barrier is determined
by the interplay of the pinning energy, the exchange coupling of the trench and the
island, and the locally acting write field.
The measurements of the 200Gbit in−2 pattern do not indicate an interaction of

neighboring islands. Since the 100Gbit in−2 and 200Gbit in−2 pattern are fabricated
on one sample, it is unlikely that variations in the etching process or the film com-
position and morphology are responsible for the different coupling behavior. The
200Gbit in−2 pattern however, exhibits narrower trenches that probably hinder the
domain wall propagation. Furthermore, a wider trench is more prone to deposition of
material onto the sidewall of the island than a narrow one. Especially, the tilt of the
Co and Ni target in the confocal sputter geometry leads to a higher concentration
of magnetic specimen magnetic on the sidewalls of the islands than in the trench.
Exchange coupling via trench material was reported for similar structures before and
can be a reason for the interaction of neighboring islands.
The described collective island reversal prevents the quantitative analysis of the

energy barrier data obtained on the 100Gbit in−2 pattern. The results of the mea-
surements of the 200Gbit in−2 pattern however, allow for a quantification of the field
dependence of the energy barrier. Therefore, the extracted mean of the remaining
energy barrier distribution ΔEc depending on the island position relative to the write
head is correlated with the calculated effective write field acting on the respective
island. Though the effective write field across the area of an island is very inhomoge-
nous due to the large head field gradients, the maximum field acting on an island
is most likely triggering the magnetization reversal. Hence, the remaining energy
barrier ΔEc is correlated with the maximum field acting on the respective island.
The herefrom obtained field dependence of the energy barrier is in good agreement
with theory. Fitting the theoretical model to the experimental data allows the ex-
trapolation of the energy barrier to zero field. The mean energy barrier at zero field
ΔE0 is estimated to be on the order of 75 kBT to 85 kBT . Hence, the activation
volume in which the initial critical reversal takes place is on the order of 700 nm3

to 800 nm3. This is equivalent to a cylindrical grain of 10 nm to 11 nm in diameter
which is well within the usually observed range for similar films. The average grain
size estimated from transmission electron microscope images is smaller than 10 nm,
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though. Hence the experimental result agrees with the previous finding that the
trigger grains initiating an island’s reversal are larger than the average grain.
In general, the results presented in this work demonstrate that read/write experi-

ments using a static tester are a powerful tool to investigate the magnetic properties
of nanoscale structures. The measured time-dependent switching probability of in-
dividual islands of a bit patterned medium is successfully explained by an energy
barrier distribution present in the system. The energy barrier values measured in the
highly inhomogenous field of a single-pole type write head could be related to the
maximum of the field across the entire bit area. No evidence of a major influence
of the field gradient on the switching on a single island is found so far. However,
the width of the energy barrier distribution is not analyzed further and can proba-
bly yield more insight into the reversal process on a microscopic scale. In any case,
the calculation of an activation volume from the energy barrier at zero field which
is smaller than the island volume is of technological relevance for future patterned
media design. In order to maximize the stability of the medium against thermal
fluctuations, the activation volume has to be increased. From a materials science
point of view this means that the grain size and the intergranular exchange coupling
have to be increased in order to end up with a thermally stable unit of the size of
the complete island.
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Zusammenfassung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden Messungen des Schaltverhaltens nanoskaliger, ma-
gnetischer Inseln präsentiert. Mit Hilfe eines Rastermagnetowiderstandsmikroskops
wurden dazu Schreib-/Leseexperimente an Bit-strukturierten Medien mit einer Spei-
cherdichte von 100Gbit in−2 und 200Gbit in−2 durchgeführt. Die Medien selbst be-
stehen dabei aus einer mittels Elektronenstrahllithographie vorstrukturierten SiNx
Lage die mit einem auf [Co/Pd] [Co/Ni] Multischichten basierenden magnetischen
Film mit senkrechter Anisotropie beschichtet wurde. Neben der eigentlichen Bit-
struktur wurden zusätzlich Servomuster erstellt, die es während des Experiments
ermöglichen die genaue Position des Schreib-/Lesekopfs des Mikroskops zu bestim-
men. Für das eigentliche Experiment wird der Schreib-/Lesekopf auf dem anfangs
DC entmagnetisierten Medium entlang einer ausgewählten Datenspur bewegt und
das Schreibelement in regelmäßigen Abständen gepulst. Der Feldpuls der Länge t ist
dabei so gewählt, dass die Feldrichtung prinzipiell zu einer Ummagnetisierung der sich
im Feld befindlichen Inseln führt, die Feldstärke jedoch unterhalb des statisch ermit-
telten Schaltfeldes liegt. Ob, und wenn ja welche, Inseln entlang der Datenspur durch
den Feldpuls ummagnetisiert wurden, wird aus dem anschließend mit dem Schreib-
/Lesekopf aufgezeichneten Rücklesesignal abgeleitet. Neben der Datenspur entlang
welcher ursprünglich geschrieben wurde, werden auch die beiden daneben liegenden
Spuren ausgelesen. Die Analyse der Rücklesesignale vieler auf die selbe Art und Wei-
se geschriebenen Datenspuren ermöglicht es die Schaltwahrscheinlichkeit einer Insel
in Abhängigkeit von der relativen Position zum Schreibkopf zu berechnen. Durch
eine Wiederholung des gesamten Experimentes für verschiedene Feldpulslängen lässt
sich aus der Zeitabhängigkeit der Schaltwahrscheinlichkeit die zum Ummagnetisie-
rungsprozess gehörige Energiebarriere extrahieren. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die
zeitabhängige Schaltwahrscheinlichkeit durch ein erweitertes Arrhenius-Néel Model,
welches eine Normalverteilung der im System vorkommenden Energiebarrieren an-
statt einer diskreten Energiebarriere annimmt, beschrieben werden kann.
Die Verteilung der Energiebarrieren wurde auf der Struktur mit einer Speicher-

dichte von 200Gbit in−2 für verschiedene Abstände des Schreibelementes von der
Probenoberfläche, was gleichbedeutend mit einer Variation der Feldstärke ist, gemes-
sen. Die Variation des Abstandes wurde dabei durch die Verwendung der thermi-
schen Flughöhenkontrolle realisiert. Es zeigt sich, dass die Schaltwahrscheinlichkeit
aller betrachteten Inseln mit geringer werdendem vertikalem Abstand zum Schrei-
belement zunimmt und dementsprechend die Energiebarriere durch das zunehmende
Feld abgesenkt wird. Diese Proportionalität von Feld und Schaltwahrscheinlichkeit
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erklärt auch die Abhängigkeit der Energiebarriere von der relativen Position einer In-
sel zum Schreibkopf. Das Maximum des Schreibfeldes wird an der hinteren Kante des
Schreibpols erzeugt. Je weiter eine Insel von diesem Ende entfernt ist, desto geringer
ist das Magnetfeld welches auf sie wirkt. Demzufolge verringert sich die Schaltwahr-
scheinlichkeit und erhöht sich die gemessene Energiebarriere mit der Entfernung vom
Schreibpol.
Die Feldabhängigkeit der verbleibenden Energiebarriere wird durch Messungen der

Schaltwahrscheinlichkeit in Abhängigkeit eines Versatzes quer zur Bewegungsrich-
tung des Kopfes bestätigt. Es zeigt sich, dass die Energiebarriere der Inseln, welche
auf der Datenspur liegen von der sich der Kopf entfernt, mit zunehmendem Ver-
satz grösser wird. Im Gegensatz dazu verringert sich mit zunehmendem Versatz die
Energiebarriere der Inseln entlang der Datenspur auf die sich der Kopf zubewegt.
Dies ist jedoch nur für die Struktur mit der höheren Datendichte der Fall. Im glei-

chen Experiment durchgeführt an der Struktur mit einer Datendichte von 100Gbit in−2

zeigt sich keinerlei Abhängigkeit der Schaltwahrscheinlichkeit von der relativen Posi-
tion einer Insel zum Schreibkopf. Die Schaltwahrscheinlichkeit nahezu aller Inseln auf
die das Kopffeld wirkt ist – unabhängig von einem etwaigen Versatz beim Schreiben
– sehr hoch und nahezu identisch, obwohl die Stärke des Kopffeldes für die verschie-
denen Inseln sehr stark variiert. Eine Kopplung zwischen den verschiedenen Inseln
wird für das identische Verhalten von Inseln die unterschiedlichen Feldern ausge-
setzt sind verantwortlich gemacht. Sobald die Insel, welche sich dort befindet wo das
Kopffeld am stärksten ist, geschalten hat führt die Kopplung dazu, dass benachbarte
Inseln auch ummagnetisieren. Somit erscheint es als ob all diese Inseln die selbe
Energiebarriere aufweisen, obwohl sie einem unterschiedlichen Magnetfeld ausgesetzt
sind.
Zu bemerken ist noch, dass die Kopplung zwischen den Inseln nicht unendlich

langreichweitig ist, sondern sich nur dort zeigt wo das Kopffeld noch wirkt. Mögli-
cherweise hat dies damit zu tun, dass die Kopplung der einzelnen Inseln durch eine
magnetische Domäne, welche sich in den Gräben zwischen den Inseln ausbildet, ver-
mittelt wird. Dann ist anzunehmen, dass eine solche Domäne an den Grenzflächen
zwischen Inseln und Graben hängen bleibt und sich nur mittels eine externen Magnet-
feldes weiter ausbreitet. Somit wäre es möglich, dass sich die ursprünglich geformte
Domäne innerhalb des Kopffeldes ausbreitet und auch alle eingeschlossenen Inseln
ummagnetisieren. Eine mögliche Erklärung warum Kopplung nur zwischen Inseln
der 100Gbit in−2 Struktur beobachtet wird liegt in der unterschiedlichen Breite der
Gräben zwischen den Inseln. Je schmäler ein Graben ist, desto schwerer wird eine
Domäne sich entlang des Grabens ausbreiten können.
Die Kopplung, welche zwischen Inseln der 100Gbit in−2 Struktur beobachtet wird

lässt keine Auswertung der Feldabhängigkeit der Energiebarriere zu wie sie für Inseln
der 200Gbit in−2 Struktur möglich ist. Es zeigt sich, dass die gemessene verbleibende
Energiebarriere vom angelegten Feld wie von der Theorie vorhergesagt abhängt. Mit
Hilfe der analytischen Abhängigkeit der verbleibenden Energiebarriere vom angeleg-
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ten Feld lässt sich die Energiebarriere ohne angelegtes Magnetfeld extrapolieren. Man
erhält einen Wert zwischen 75 kBT und 85 kBT für die absolute Höhe der Energiebar-
riere. Das daraus berechnete Aktivierungsvolumen, in welchem der kritische Prozess
der die Ummagnetisierung bestimmt abläuft, ist nur ein Bruchteil des Inselvolumens
und beträgt zwischen 700 nm3 und 800 nm3. Dies entspricht bei einer Filmdicke die
der des verwendeten Mediums entspricht in etwa einem zylindrischen Korn mit ei-
nem Radius von 10 nm bis 11 nm. Dies deckt sich zwar gut mit der üblicherweise
für vergleichbare magnetische Filme beobachteten Korngröße, liegt jedoch über der
durchschnittlichen Korngröße des verwendeten Filmsystems. Somit bestätigt das ex-
perimentelle Ergebnis frühere Beobachtungen, dass der Ummagnetisierungsprozess
in einer Insel vornehmlich von überdurchschnittlich großen Körnern ausgeht.
Zusammenfassend wird in der vorliegenden Arbeit gezeigt, dass die magnetischen

Eigenschaften nanoskaliger Objekte sehr gut mit Hilfe eines Rastermagnetowider-
standsmikroskops untersucht werden können. Die präsentierten Ergebnisse zeitabhängi-
ger Messungen der Schaltwahrscheinlichkeit einzelner Nanoinseln lassen sich gut
durch ein erweitertes Arrhenius-Néel Modell, welches eine Normalverteilung der im
System vorkommenden Energiebarrieren anstatt einer diskreten Energiebarriere an-
nimmt, beschreiben. Die aus den Schaltwahrscheinlichkeitsmessungen gewonnenen
Mittelwerte der Energiebarriereverteilungen können gut mit dem Maximum des auf
eine Insel wirkenden Kopffelds in Übereinstimmung gebracht werden. Bisher exis-
tieren keine Indizien für einen Einfluss des Feldgradientens auf den Mittelwert der
Energiebarrierenverteilung. Da jedoch die Breite der Verteilung bisher nicht berück-
sichtigt wurde kann ein Einfluss des Feldgradienten nicht ausgeschlossen werden.
Von technologischer Relevanz ist vielmehr die Erkenntniss, dass das Aktivierungs-

volumen welches die Stabilität der Magnetisierung gegen thermische Fluktuationen
bestimmt, kleiner als das Inselvolumen ist. Bezogen auf eine mögliche Anwendung der
verwendeten Strukturen als Medium zur Datenspeicherung bedeutet dies, dass eine
erhöhte thermische Stabilität durch eine Vergrößerung der Korngröße und Erhöhung
des Austausches zwischen einzelnen Körnern erreicht werden kann. Im Idealfall würde
die Größe der thermisch stabilen Einheit mit der Bitgröße übereinstimmen.
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